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Governor Mills has returned from
Las Vegas where he says preparations
now are in full swinfe for housing and
entertaining the delegates and others
who will be there for the great Republican convention, the first state convention New Mexico holds which will
It Is estimated
be September 28.
from 700 to 900 people will com to
Las Vegas for that occasion and the
Castaneda Hotel will
capacity
be taxed owing to the fame of that
hotel's sirloin steaks and other vi--.
of-th- e

ands.

!'':--

""

':

While in the Meadow City the governor motored out to the Canfield
Dam, three or four miles away and
which is putting iri 30,000 square yards
of dirt per month. There are 400,-- ;
000 square yards to be stored away
and the dam will likely be finished in
a year. The governor was well impressed with the work. Last month,
the first month after reorganization
ot thf dam, 18,000 yards were put in.
Mounted Police Arrests.
Mounted Policeman Lambert has arrested at Dean Canon, Jose Martinez
and Marguerito Romero, Charged with
assault with a deadly weapon.

.

Requisition Made.
Governor Mills today made requisition on the governor of Tennessee for
the extradition of William W. Sorrells,
who now is in jail in Lincoln, County,
Tennessee, and who is wanted in this
territory on the charge ot seduction.
Land Entries.
9
The following were the land entries
office
land
Santa
Fe
the
at
Saturday:
Beattie L. Wade, Moriarty; Felicita N
De Gauna, Santa Rosa; Lewis A. Tull,
Santa Fe; Zena Rice Lasaster, Estan-cia- ;
Juan B. Quintana, Cuervo; Tomas
R y Vigil, Wagon Mound; Patricio
.
Qnintana, Cuervo.
Gets Naturalization Papers.
Reginald G. Cobbett the well known
rancher near Tesuque and who came
here some years ago from ; London,
England, took out his final naturaliza
tion papers today. Simon Nusbaum
and T. Z. Winter were witnesses. Mr.
Cobbett is a scientific and successful

"

v rancher "and "orchardlst and "Is ' 8
staunch believer In the future prosperity of this county.
Walter Kraul, a Dane, residing here,
also took out naturalization papers.
The petition of Camillo de Lallo was
denied for lack of proper witnesses.
The petitions of Mitche Pettine and
John Pettine were heard. .
'
For the Treasury.
Territorial ( Treasurer' M. A. Otero
received following sums for the treasury: Celso Lopez Lopez, treasurer of
Santa Fe county, $245.46; B. J. Rea-- .
.

"

gan, of Roosevelt county, $805.07; C.
A Browning of Curry county, $C70.59;
Jackson Agee, of Grant county, $323.-6Game and Fish Warden Thomas
'
P. Gable, $93.75.
Equalization iBoard Meets.
The territorial . board of equalization met at 10 o'clock this morning in
the office of Traveling Auditor John
Joerns at the capitol. The members
present this morning were James J.
Hinkle, president, Henry Lut, secretary, Dr. J. M, Cunningham, and B.
Spitz. The proceedings will be giver,
out tomorrow.
',
$700,000 Assessment.
L. B. Prince appeared before the
board on account of excessive assess- invent of the San Marcos land grant
owned by the Splegelbergs
of New
York and formerly of Santa Fe. The
7;

,

,

--

grant is situated about 20 miles south
" of Santa Fe, although containing only
four square miles, of grazing land, it
was assessed at more than $700,000.
The County Commissioner I. Sparks
ana Assessor rnniaaa - Alarm were
asked to appear before foe board to
.

--

;

explain.

; The board
is meeting for the pui
pose to pass on the assessment of the
26 counties and to hear appeals. It
will likely be in session all week. Tax Roll. Traveling Auditor John Joerns has
received the tax rolls of Dona Ana
county for the year 1911 which Is
as follows:
Total assessment 1910: $3,471,610:
In 1911 $3,643,894; net gain $172,284.
increase this year
Among the items-o-f
are agricultural lands, $161,729 ; graz
ing lands, $12,294; improvements on
grazing lands, $7,248; improvements
on city iota, $30,294: capital in manu
facturing $t 2,600; shares of stocks in
banks, $21,031; decrease in various
Items Including Improvements on agrl-cultural lands? $29,335; city or town
;
lots, $31,633; mineral lands other than
coal, $15,125; merchandise, $15,76L
Treasurer Asked for Accounting.
At a special meeting of the board of
of Lincoln
county commissioners
county at Carrizozo a resolution was
passed by the board demanding that
Dr. T, W. Watson; treasurer and
collector of Lincoln county,
an accounting for,; Interest,
make
f
amounting to between $4,000 and f 7,r
000, which has accrued on public fundi
v i held by him as treasurer and

'..

,

.

-
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(Codttnued

on Page Four.)
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(By Special lieased Wire to New Mexican)
Louisiana, Mo., Sept. 11. Prefac
ing an address in which he dealt with
the vital problems facing the American people. Speaker Champ Clark today told his friends and neighbors at
his home coming celebration, something of the struggles of his early
days and the ties which" bound him to
the Missouri school.
More Politicians Wanted.
He told of teaching school 36 years
ago. Warming to his subject the
Bpeaker.made a plea for more politics
and mortr ...iitlcians, and forcefully as-

serted that upright and honest politi
cians are the rule and not the excep
tion, in America.

An Optimist.
In conclusion, Speaker Clark plead
ed for more enlightenment on the real
political facts, and asked: "I am an
optimist, not a pessimist; It is bet
ter to look upon the bright side of
things than the dark. A jubilate is
more pleasant music than a miserere.
It surely must be that ninetx-thremillion Americans, habituated to free
institutions, will not permit those institutions to perish from the earth."

UNION OFFICIALS WANT
TO WARD OFF STRIKE

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Paris, Sept. 11. The nature of Germany's reply to the proposals submitted by France regarding the Moroc
can problem has affected the French
government circles unpleasantly. The
proposals will be referred to special
ists on the Moroccan questions.
Germany asks, it appears, that every
claim of German subjects to Morroco
shall he recognized by France and
that no new enterprise shall be start
ed under the French protectorate without being internationized equally.
The German terms also ask for a
free hand in Morocco with conditions
that would .according to the French
view, deprive France of all her advantages and would give Germany privileges in Morocco beyond those of any
power, even France.
A
note issued today
says that Minister De Selves has examined the observations presented by
the German government in reply to
the French proposals and that he probably will take a favorable view of the
suggesteions contained therein for establishing the economic equality of the
powers in Morocco. In oppositon to
this international economic equality
are privileges desired by. Germany
alone.
Are Warlike.
,
Berlin, Sept. 11. The
League yesterday adopted resolutions
protesting against the withdrawal of
Germany from her political position in
Morocco and against her acceptance
of territorial indemnity in the French
,

semi-offici-

'

But They Declare it is About Time
for a Move By Harriman
'
Lines Officials.

n

(Bv Sneclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 11. "We
have not yet considered the question
of a strike of the shop employes. We
are honing for another conference
with Mr. Kruttschnitt or with the general managers of the Harriman lines;
However, we have not and will not
modify the demand for recognition
of the Federation."
This statement, was made by J. W.
Kline, International president of the
blacksmith's and helpers union oi
Chicago, who arrived here today.
Kline said he still hoped for a con

ference with Julius Kruttschnitt or
the general managers of the Harriman lines and believed that If a meetingj)etween the general, managers and
the committees of tne Federated snop
Crafts could be effected, their differences readily could be adjusted.
He admitted doubt, however, that
such a meeting could be arranged.
"The next move should come from Mr.
Kruttschnitt," said Kline, "but sup
pose he does not move?" was asked,
Kline replied that he and his asso
ciates had not decided what their
action in that event would be. A strike
he said, would be the last resort.
After a mass meeting tonight, the
labor leaders who form the Kline
party, will depart for the east, Kline
going to Salt Lake City and the others
to Tucson, Ariz., and to El Paso, San
Antonio and Houston, Texas. '
-

STATE AND CITY WILL
PREVENT PRIZE
However,
Far-lan- d

FIG"HT.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Milwaukee, Wis., iSept 11. While
Sheriff Arnold says there will be no
iboxing contest between lightweight
champion Ad Wolgast and Packey Mc- -

Farland here on Friday night, match
maker Frank Mulkern ot the National
Athletic Club, says the bout will be
staged as per agreement and that
the law. will not be violated.
Sheriff Arnold today received a tele
gram from Acting Governor Morriss
requesting him to see that the law
governing prize fights is obeyed.
Will, Be No Friction.
Promoters of the contest are hold
ing a meeting this afternoon and announce 'that arrangements are being
made whereby the match will be conducted without any friction tonight.
SEVEN ALLEGED LAND
SWINDLERS TO BE TRIED.
Charged With Using Mails to Defaud
in promotion or White Water ;.
, ,

f

Special Leased Win to New Mexican)

Colo.. Bnt . 11 Thurr.
ed with using the. malls to defraud
in an alleged land' swindle, seven men
connected with the White Water irrigation. and Land Company, will be
placed on trial here tomorrow. ' The
defendants are: John ftould. flnrvdnn
A. Woody, John Albert Wright, Frank
wmte, Homer a. Gibson, Samuel N.
Baker, and Robert W. ' Rowse. The
men are charged with' having represented to buyers In various parts of
the country , that they .would Irrigate
100,000 acres under a ttrolnnt. tn ha
completed In 1914. V The lands ' In
question lie tn Delta, Mesa and GunMontrose.

nison counties.

AERIAL MAIL TRAIN
CRASHES TO EARTH.
Aviator Has Two Legs Broken and Is
Otherwise Injured but Escapes Death.

lf
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,

s
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seven counties

(By Special Leased tVlre to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Sept. 11. The

(By Special Leased "Wire to New Mexican
The Hague, Sept. 11. Owing to the
j
or
leaders of the
progressive
alarming war news arising from the
insurgent wing of the Republican pan prolonged Franco-Germa- n
negotiations
ty have agreed- to concentrate their over Morocco, the Dutch government
forces in an effort to bring about the is making full preparations to resist
nomination of Charles E. Hughes, for- all possible interference with the neu
merly governor of New York, and now trality of the Netherlands.
a justice of the United States supreme
The Dutch fortifications along the
court, as the Republican
candidate German frontier have been occupied
for the presidency, according to the by strong garrisons and the coast defenses have been fully manned.
Herald today.
An order has been issued calling
out the National reserves for the
DOWNWARD PLUNGE ON
The government
THE STOCK EXCHANGE. army maneuvers.
is buying provisions to keep the men
Towards Close, However, Decline Was and horses for six months at prices
four to five times higher than normal
Checked and There Was a
and is ordering large quantities of
Gradual Recovery.
rice from the Colonies.
Germany is Modest.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Sept. 11. Emperor. William
New York, Sept 11. Heavy selling
'
of stocks was resumed today.
for the
Des before starting yesterday
of
scene
the
maneuvers
had a
army
pite the higher range of prices in
London at the opepiing, quotations conference of two hours with the Ger
scon reached new low points of the man minister of foreign affairs, Herr
year. Most of the morning's selling Kidderlin-Waechtewas attributed to further liquidation
Today the Lokal Anzeiger, In what
by Berlin where calling of loans by Is evidently an inspired article, emParis and London was said to have phasizes that Germany does not de
mand any special rights whatever in
disclosed more weak bull accounts.
Morocco, but seeks mainly guarantees
Harriman Stocks Affected.
The Harriman stocks were affected from France against a monopoliza
by reports that a strike on these roads tion of public works, mining and trade
was inevitable. A falling off in steel rights and against certain practices,
exports was given as a reason for the in the custom administration guar
weakness In U. S. Steel. A pause In antees that would benefit all counthe liquidation in the second hour tries equally. The only subject
a special arrangement between
caused some hasty covering and the
Germany and France, the paper says,
market rallied a fraction.
would be a treaty ceding territorial in- Downward Plunge.
All other points would.be
raemrtlty.
Another downward plunge unnevred
covered by an amendment to the
many stop loss orders and the bears
agreement, proving the oth
put out large blocks of stock, driving Algeciras
would accept the Ger
er
signatories
prices still lower. The reaction from man
proposal to commission France
the opening high prices reached 3
Morocin Union Pa- to take over a protectorate of
hi Lehigh Valley; 3
co along with the obligations involv- 2
Canadian
and
in
Reading"
cific;
to maintain order.
in Northern Pacific and ed
Pacific, 21-2 In U. S. Steel, St. Paul and Southern
MACHINISTS WILL DECIDE
Pacific.
STRIKE QUESTION TODAY.
Bonds were heavy.
before
went
lower
Several stocks
Not Fool With the Matter Any
the decline was checked by a frac- Will
'Longer, Declares First Vice
tional rally. Trading became quiet.
"
President of Union.
Urgent liquidation "apparently havhesibears
the
force
and
Its
ing spent
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican!
tating to attack the market further,
Chicago, 111., "We are going to let
prices were allowed to recover gradu- the Illinois Central Railroad shop emally, until many of the earlier large ployes know before the day is over
losses were regained or reduced to what the machinists will do with re
small fractions.
lation to the proposed strike," de
The market closed irregular.
P. J. Conlon, first vice president
clared
Rally at Close.
of the International Association of MaRetirement of short contracts accel,
chinists, today.
erated the rally.
"I expect a message from our in
reachPacific
Southern
and
Reading
which
ed a point below Saturday's close and ternational executive board
We
other stocks, including V. 8. Steel, went into session at Davenport
Great Northern, preferred, Amalgam- are not going to fool with this matter
ated Copper and St. Paul, advanced any longer. The board will decide
to a fraction above parity. The sta- whether the machinists are to sancbility of prices in the last of the tion this strike.
"As soon as definite action is taken.
session led to more general buying
(for the long account and the list I will be notified and I will immediateshowed more animation on the rise ly communicate with the members of
the International conference committhan for many days.
New York, Sept. 11. Copper spot tee representing the nine trades."
11.9512.10; lead dull 4.454.55; Silver 52
WILLIAM CHANDLER
IN EDDY WILL CASE.
Sugar Still Soaring.
New York, Sept. 11. All grades of
refined sugar were advanced five cents Had First Come Into Litigation as
a hundred pounds today.'
Counsel for New York .'
World in 1905.
BRITISH WIN TWO
SETS OF DOUBLES. &y Special Lease a Wire to New Mexican)
4

8

3-- 8

4

lifrjorth?rn
cial train.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and Klang Su provinces have been
' Special Train as Pace Maker.
one of devastated
London, Sept.
unof.
the
floods
the
by
the aviators of the aerial postal serSan Francisco, Calif., Sept. 11.
Tse. iJThe governcontrollable
Yang
vice Inaugurated
ment has appropriated $4&,j00 for re- Fowler expects to fly in a Wright bi
last Saturday had just got lief
plane from San Francisco to New
purposes.
away from Hendon today with two
York in twenty flying days and in a
hundred pounds 6f mail when the matotal of twenty-sidays, arriving in
GOVERNOR SHAFROTH IS
New York, October 7.
chinery of his aeroplane went wrong
AMONG LIVING.
STILL
and the machine crashed to the earth.
He will cross the Sierras. A special train will act as pilot, and will
Both of Hubert's legs were broken
Death
Current
8udden
and he suffered other injuries, but the Rumor of His
carry mechanicians 4nd machine parts.
in Denver, is Emphatically
The aviator will follow the line of the
mail bags acted as a buffer and saved
Denied Today.
Southern and Union Pacific and the
t
him from being crushed to death.
,
Illinois Central.
New
to
Wire
Leased
Mexican)
(Bv Special
Fowler's plans for today are to
KEEL LAID FOR UNCLE
Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. A rumor
make stops at Sacramento and Colfax,
,
SAM'S BIGGEST BATTLE8HI. became current here today that Governor John FT Shafroth of Colorado, California, and Reno, Nev. He will
who is enroute to Spring Lake. N. J., carry a message from Brigadier Gen
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York N. Y Sept. 11. The keel to attend the annual conference of eral Daniel D. Brush, commander of
to Mao the 27,000-toU. S. batleship New governors, had died suddenly and for the Department of California
comGeneral
D.
Frederick
Grant,
jor
of
state
into
a
York, to be the navy's greatest vessel, a time threw the city
was laid today at the New York navy excitement
However, this was de- manding thet division of the east,
Islnied In advices direct from Spring with headquarters at Governor's
yard..
and, N. Y.
Lake.
Governor Shafroth, with eleven other governors, left Chicago last night,
in a special car over the Pennsylva- FIGHT ON OLD
nia railroad and is due to reach Spring
Lake at 5:32 this afternoon.,
First Governor to Arrive.
KING
Spring Lake, N. J Sept. 11. Governor Marion E. Hay of Washington,
was the first of the state executives
Efforts to Have Franciscan to arrive
here for the third annual con. Proclamation to Place Prohiof governors, beginning tomorMissionary Canonizid Are ference
bition Into Constitution
row. Others, including twelve west' Defeat Americans Today In Interna,
Progressing
erners on a special car from Chicago,
of Every Nation
tional Tennis Tournament
were expected before nightfall. Toat New York.
morrow morning, Governor Woodrow
HE WORKED
Wilson will formally welcome the
PRAYER MEETING IS. SALOON
Bv Special tiased Wire to New Mexican)
on behalf of New Jersey. Gov
New York; N. Y., Sept 11. Charles
ernor Joseph Carey of Wyoming will
P. Dixon and A. E. Beamish (British)
Commission by Pope Finds Noth-- reply, and the meeting will begin its
Large Vote Is Being Polled in won the first set, defeating Thommas
scheduled work.
ing Objectionable in His
C. Bundy and R. D. Little (Americans)
Maine To-da- y
in Tempi
Writings.
today in the doubles match which
ance
ejection.
IMPORTANT CHANGE IN
was the feature of the second, day of
ASSOCIATE PRESS OFFICIALS.
the International Tennis tourament on
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the courts of the West Side Lawn Ten.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept 11.
11.
Maine
Sept.
Proceedings for the canonization of Athur W. Copp, the Efficient Corre- is Portland, aMaine,
The tournament is Jo denis Club.
voting today to decide whether the
Father Magin Ca'aiis, who came to
cide
whether
spondent at Denver, is Advanc-the United State or
reamendment
shall be
prohibitory
ed to Superintendent.
.,
California in 1794, and was stationed
Great Britain will send a team to Austained
the
constitution.
in
.
at Santa Clara, have passed their most
There was every indication that the tralia to challenge for the Davis InSpecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
important stage, according to advices (By
would be large. Prayer ' meet- ternational trophy. The British also
vote
New York, N. Y., Sept.
received here yesterday from Rome.
will
be held throughout the day took the second set,
's
A commission appointed by the pope E. Kloeber, superintendent of the ings
English Also Take Last Set
In many churches.
;
Associated
Division
the
of
Western
to examine Father Ca tolas' writings
New York, Sept. 11. Dixon and
Be
to
International.
take
a
to
Press
has resigned
responFight
has reported that there 1b nothing ob(Britons) beat Sundy and
A proclamation of a campaign to be Beamish,
sible position on a newspaper. In Los
Little
the last set,
jectionable in them.
(Americans)
once
to place prohibition
He leaves the service started at
Total score
for the
Investigation wih be made now into Angeles, Calif.y
in the constitution of the United
and
rest
since
the
with
good
regret
the testimony of 62 witnesses concernEnglishmen.
was
a
decade
within
read
here
States
of
wishes
the general manager.
ing his saintly life, and the miracles
Arthur W. Copp, correspondent at last night by Mrs. Lillian, N. Stevens!
which he Is declared to have perBRITISH SCULLER REMAINS
Denver, has been appointed to take national president of the Woman's
formed.
THE WORLD'S CHAMPION
A
Union.
Christian
copy
D.
Temperance
and
Mr.
of
C
Kloeber,
Among other things, it Is said that theplace
of
was
to
the
the
cabled
office
proclamation
has
Christ spoke orally to the good Fran- Hagerty of the Chicago
New Zealandeif on Course
been appointed correspondent at Den- international congress against alcohol- IDejraats
ciscan.
?
From Putnam to Mort Lake,
"
ism which opens at The Hague.
ver.
Great Britain.'',
GOVERNMENT MINE RESCUE
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
VANDERBILT'S HORSES FINISH
jJondonT'Eng., Sept 11. Ernest Bar- It. CAR GOES TO SOMER8ET. ADVANCE IN FREIGHT
RATE8 ARE SUSPENDED.
SECOND AT ST., CLOUD. ry, champion sculler of England, re;.
;,
.''
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
tained his title this afternoon tn a
Denver, Cola, Sept. .11. The gov- Railroads Filed New Tariffs; Today (By Special Leased Wire, to New Mexican) match with W. H. Fogwell, the New
ernment mine rescue car was ordered
but They Will Not Go Into Sf-- '
St: Cloud, France, Sept 11.
Zealand champion, when he rowed ov- Ifflom Trinidad to Somerset Glhln
American owned horses won one race e the championship course from Put
feet Until Next Year,
County, Colorado, yesterday to fight a
and carried off
places nam to Mort Lake.
re raging in the Somerset mine. (By Special Leased Wire to New Uexlcan) here today. Nash Turner's Santa Lu
A purse of $2,000 accompanied the
Reports received here are that no
Sept lLr-A- dcia won the Prix de Montalnville, La title. The New Zealander held the
Washington, D.
lives were lost- The car should have anoes In freight rates on single pack Hire, Polonaise and DIdlus, all owned lead for the third of
the distance,
reached
'Somerset
late yesterday ages and small lots, filed with the In- by W. K Vanderbllt finished second when Barry forged to the front and
but no advices have been received terstate commission by railways gen- respectively" In the Prix du Gafage, won
by three and a half lengths.
here as to whether the fire has been erally today, werei suspended : until the Prix de Saint Michael and the The easily
winner's time was 22 minutes,
s
'
extinguished.
Prix de NeseL ,
.
April 28, 1912.
11 seconds.
,
rt,

post-offic-

e

x

n

.

1--

Within Law.

(Br

warships.

C.

CATALES SPOKE

Promoters of Wolgast-Mc- Bout Promise to Stay

Irrigation Scheme.

Another resolution adopted
the speedier building of

'

Slongo.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! I (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sept. 11. Blood
San Francisco, Calif., Sept 11. PreWashington, D.
has been spilled in Sie Chtien, China, liminary to his start In a Wright biand the situation) has grown rapidly plane from this city for New York,
in seriousness. Over 20 rioters and Robert G. Fowler made a flight at
a number of soldiers have been killed 10:45 o'clock this morning to test his
in a battle during the last few days machine, which proved to be under
resulting from attacks of dissatisfied perfect control. He remained in the
natives upon the yamen, the residents air ten minutes,
passing out over the
pf Cheng Tu, the viceroy of Sze Chuen. ocean and above the Presidio, coverThis information reached the state de- ing about two and one-hami.es
.
partment today.
;
Upset Lawn Sprinkler.
American Women Leave.
The aviator aiighted at the starting
Reports to the department indicate point. On nearing the ground, the lowthat the American women and child- er part of the biplane struck and upren have already left Cheng Tu under set a lawn sprinkler but no
damage
escort and It is thought that others was done. Fowler
expressed .himself
also have departed.
With 1,000 sol- as highly pleased with
the result of
diers, Tuan Fang, director of the Im- his test and at once began to prepare
Hankow
left
the
for
perial railway,
for his long aerial voyage.
disturbed province on Saturday. OthAlthough a light fog hung over the
er forces are being collected on the stadium,
the weather was almost
Sze Chuen border.
. ideal. A large crowd including a numBloody Riot.
ber of city officials and army officers
.To investigate the situation, which witnessed the
flight.
is threatening to Americans, U. S. ConFowler is Confident
sul Pontius left Hankow on Saturday
San Francisco, Sept
11. After
night for Change King. The gravity
Fowler emptied his gasoline
alighting,
of the conditions and the fearful possibilities of the mammoth uprising tanks and substituted ordinary autohas brought the central government of mobile gasoline for the specially reChina to a quick decision to suppress fined fluid which had been prepared.
the trouble with a strong band. On Fowler did not show the slightest unas he directed the operations
Thursday the ringleaders, of the agi- easiness
tation were arrested by the viceroy of of his mechanicians in preparing the
the province. This inflamed their fol- machine.
"I have absolute confidence In my
lowers and resulted in a vicious attack on the Yamen by the mob. The machine and in the engine," he said,
soldiers on guard fired into the riot- "Of course the undertaking is stupend-uouand no certain prophecy of sucers, killing some twenty, of them. The
mob returned and in a subsequent as- cess can be made, but I have every
sault on the viceroy's residence, slew hope that I shall reach New York.
Crossing the Sierras will, of course,
a number of troops.
be the most dangerous and difficult
Devastated By Floods.
of the undertaking but I believe
The latest news in regard to exist- part
will he able to accomplish it safely.
I
ing conditions is unattainable as the The weather conditions are
telegraph wires between Cheng Tu and I have a pretty thorough perfect,
knowland Chung King have been cut The
edge of the winds and air currents."
of
China
ills
economic
and
political
mother, Mrs. J. G. Foware not all, for her troubles continue Fowler's
was with him during the morning
ler,
Twen-t)
through the ravages of nature.
and will ride on the speAnhe-w- l preliminaries

-

CYCLONE DEVASTATES
V
ONE OF THE AZORES.
(B)' Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
Lisbon. Sept 11. A cyclone today
ravaged ' Floras Island, the most westerly of the Azores. Great damage
to crops was done.

WiClST

COLE

JJAIHLCIM

gov-erno-

'

'.

;

'

rles

Concord, N. H., Sept. 11.

Cross-e- x

amined today by Frank S. Streejer,
counsel for the defendants, former
Senator William E. Chandler, senior
counsel for the plaintiffs in the litigation involving the will of Mary Baker
Eddy, said that he first came into the
case as counsel for the New York
World investigations of Christian Science which that paper conducted inr
1906 and 1907. When George W. Glover, son of Mrs. Eddy, decided that he
ought to begin legal proceedings, Mr.
Chandler gave up his work for the
World, he said, and conducted next
friend's suit, of 1907 entirely as counsel for Mr. Glover.
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RIOTS CAUSED IN ITALY
BY CHOLERA QUARANTINE.
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Superstitious and Ignorant Inhab.
itants Imagine Physicians Are
Trying to Poison Them.

(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
Chiasso. Switzerland. Sent-- 11 .
Massafra, the Italian city where mobs

burned the cholera hospital and carried the cholera ' stricken patients
through the streets, was today declar.
er under martial law.
Excesses arising from the rovern- menfs primitive measures to combat
the plague, are reported
l
other Italian towns.
In some places, doctors suspected
by the inhabitants of distributing
have been attacked.
from-severa-

poi-son- s,

DIAZ 13 TAKING CURE
AT BADEN-BADE(By Special Leased Wire to Ner Mexican!
Baden.Baden, Germany, Sept. 11.
General Porfiro Diaz, former president
of Mexico, arrived Here today to take
the cure.

,4.
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the daughter of George

MILLIONS OF FOLKS

The Little Score

OSE

UU

CASCARETS

They Never Have Headache, Biliousness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels
or a Sick, Sour Stomach.

No odds how tad your liver,
or bowels; how much your head
laches, how miserable and uncomfort-- I
able you are from constipation, indi
gestion, biliousness and sluggish Intestines you always get the desired
results with Cascarets and quickly too.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable another
so Delicious.
moment; put an end to the headache,
nervousness,
dizziness,
biliousness,
sick, sour, gassy stomach, backache
and all other distress; cleanse your inside organs of all the poison and effete matter which is producing the
misery.
Take a Cascaret now ; don't wait until bedtime. In all the world there Is
box
no remedy like this. A
means health, happiness and a clear
No more days of
head for months.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
gloom and distress if you will take a
TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. Cascaret now and then. All druggists
GIVE REGISTER
sell Cascarets. Don't forget the childrentheir little insldes need a good,
gentle cleansing, too.

DENVER BREAD

Try Rocky Ford Water Melons
They are

INTER
WE

EBY

Imported

Oilthe very

Don't forget our bread

Six Bijc Loaves for 25c.
Phone,

191

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIANOS

PIAN05

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers In New Mexico
and Arizona.
n
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regardira pianos, price and
terms will prove to prospective plan
Victor
buyer that the firm of Learnard-Llr- v
MHton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
purchase of a piano a simple nd satother makes.
on
This firm h
purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Chiekerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learmtrd-Llndeman-

.'

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-L1NDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

I?

Orderlies at our risk.

Three sizes

10c, 25c and 50c.

Sold only at our
store The Rexall Store.
Fischer
Drug Co., 232 San Francisco St.
WILLIAM McKEAN.

the grand jury in $1,000 bail, in add!-- !
tion to $750 for the first offense. He
Kean, who was a member of the constitutional convention, is the senior could not furnish the latter sum and
is in jail.

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BE8T SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
THE HARDEST
STAND
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

Had Fingers Cut Off.
Ben Coe employed at Fort Stanton,'
Wood-Davi- s
Lincoln county, while attending a
saw, had two fingers sawed off and
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14.
Phone 14
his hand badly lacerated, the saw:
his
feedwhile
he was
glove
catching
ing lumber into the machine, the saw
splitting the hand to three inches
Held in $2,500 Bond.
above the wrist before the machine
And where the long lush meadow
N.
G.
Cox was held in $2,500 ball was stopped.
grass
F01 THAT SUMMER OUTING
Bent low to let the wild winds pass at Clovis, Curry county, for the death
enE.
R
of
whom
with
had
he
Fields,
In maddest revelry,
Threatened With Lynching.
MEXICAN HATS
gaged in a fight at the Santa Fe MaThe Carrizozo News says: "A lynch
Now, stript of all its raiment green
chine shops.
No more the waving field is seen
ing bee was organized here for the
New aud Foil Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter
A deep and billowy sea.
purpose of getting an undesirable
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color-i- n
Bride.
Takes
Hightower
character out of town. One of the
a
Willis
meadow
Post Cards.
land,
Wild asters gem the
colored patients had been run out of
Framing.
Hightower oi Capitan, for
time a resident of Santa Fe, was- mar Fort Stanton for making improper proAfar, by lonely breezes fanned
ried at Alamogordo, by Justice Stat posals to some woman at the Fort. He
In some forgotten dell, '
The goldenrod with plumes so bright, cup, to Miss Agnes Pfingsten of Car-- came to Carrizozo and it was reportrizozo. Hightower is employed at the ed that he did a similar thing here,
Swaying and swinging in the light,
San Francisco Street.
Fort Stanton Sanitarium.
To Summer waves farewell.
but in neither case did he lay hands
on the women. A crowd gathered that
Young Girl Kills Herself.
Queen of the months! In royal dress
night, made a bluff at a lynching, but
Because her parents forbid her keep in reality gave the offender a very bad
Fit type of Nature's plenteousness
ing company with Arthur- Mosher scare and told him to hit the road,
Thy flaming banners fling.
The rustling corn, the nodding grain fourteen year old Esther Arnold, swal which, from current rumor, he was
Have echoed long and same refrain lowed corrosive sublimate at Boulder, not long in doing."'
And all, thy praises sing.
Colorado, and died, after confessing
that she was' sorry that she took the
Must Leave Booze Alone.
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
poison.
Upon his promise to leave boose
R. W. Berlins, the son of a
alone,
UIIIN1 THE STATE
Treasurer Refused to Sign.
wealthy iron manufacturer of Omaha,
The assessor's rolls for Lincoln Nebraska, was released at Trinidad,
county this year were not signed Colorado, where he had been in jail
Death of M. A. Chavez.
by County Treasurer Watson, as re the past three months for embezzling
Mariano A. Chavez died at Albert, quired by law, because the board of funds of an insuranc
His
company.
Union county.
county commissioners had refused to mother finally mor gaged her home to Delivered to your house. Patronize home Industry. Leave orders at
his
from
him
for
mileage
pay
coming
pay the deficit, the father having reKAUNEX& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Granted Divorce.
Lincoln to. Carrizozo to sign up.
fused to help as he had already spent
was
Gonzales
Jose Damacio
granted
thousands of dollars in keeping his
a divorce at Albuquerque from Euti-mlPresident of Alamogordo Bank.
son out of serious trouble caused by
Silva de Gonzales.
John H.'Canning of Carrizozo, mem his Hssipated habits.
ber of the .constitutional convention.
Stock Shipment
has been elected president of the Medical Association Elects Officers.
cattle
Thirteen cars of horses and
The New Mexico Medical Associa
sowere snipped irom Magaaiena,
AND
tion at Las Vegas Friday evening decorro county, on 'Sunday.
cided to meet at Roswell next year. It
RATON
elected the following officers:
Marriage License.
YANKEE
R.
L.
"President,
Roswell;
Bradley,
was
At Estancia, a marriage license
CERRILLOS
first vice president, L. S. Peters, Sil-e- r
granted Macario Herubina and Maria
City; second vice president, M. F.
Rosa Maldonedo of Torreon.
Desmarais, Las Vegas; third vice- Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
president, J. J. Shuler, Raton; secre
Railroad Yard Improvements.
Sawed Wood and KindliBK .
tary, R. E. Tull, Albuquerque; memThe Santa Fe Railway Company Is
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
of
ber
the
council
for
E.
three
years,
Near A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.
spending $7,000 In improvements U
B. Staw, Las Vegas; alternate dele
85
Telephone
the railroad yards at Roswell.
Telephone 85
gate to American Medical association.
W. R. Tipton, Las Vegas; alternate
Marriage License Issued.
delegate to American Medical associa
A marriage license was issued at
tion meeting, F. T. B. Fest, Las VeLas Vegas to Magdalena Urban aged
vV
gas."
15, and Jose Baca, aged 24, of Pecos.
Will Vote on November 7.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
The; following were naturalized at
Acquitted.
Bridgman
Silver City last week: Joarmino Fer-rui-n
Brad Bridgman arrested at Roswell,
C AI C Improved and nnimpfeved City Property, Orchards '
Carl
Moreno, born in Morocco;
ou
on the cnarge oi stealing
irom
Brandt
andKancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
of
Fort
born
Swed
in
Bayard,
Mrs. Gertrude Calvin, was found not
of
Jordon
born
in
in
en;
Hugo
Ranches
Alfalfa
Central,
theEspanoia Valley with the Very Best of water rlfhts
guilty and discharged.
Germany; Melitom Pino Duran of
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Central, born in Mexico; Adam Barr
Hand Cut Off.
of Silver City, born in Scotland; FranDavid, Werner, a young man of Old
Modern Residences for Rent.
cisco Lucero D. Silva. of Santa Rita,
Albuquerque, had his hand cut oft in
JOHN H. CANNING.
born in Mexico; Leonard Atkins of
an accident at the American Lumber
e
Fort Bayard, born in England;
Company's saw mill.
103
Malmuth of Silver City, born in
First National bank of Alamogordo,
Ave.
Simon
Chibara
Whitewa
of
R.
Russia;
Anderson.
H.
late
J.
the
succeeding
Aycock Acquitted.
ter, born in Mexico. There were also
B. Armstrong; will remain cashier.
. Charles F. Aycock who was arrested
four applications for citizenship: For- Binford Girl Causes Suicide.
at Albuquerque for practicing with
out a license has been discharged, the Mrs. Laura Sullivan of Pensacola, tuno Holguin, Basilo Holguln and
Holguin all of Central and
Florida, was so affected by reading
case against him being dismissed
Gonzales of Leopold.
about Beulah Binford, that she drank
laudanum and then slashed herself in
Girl Took Poison.
and that failing
100.
$100 REWARD,
a
Miss Olive Dickson,
young wman the side of the head,
The readers of this paper will be
at t'nrlsbal while suffering frira to cause death, shot herself. She
pleased to learn that there Is at least
headache, by mistake too tab1 eta will recover.
one dreaded disease that science has
instead of headache tab
of
,
Hightower Performs Double Wedding, been able to cure In all its stages, and
lets and died in great
t
Justice of the Peace Clement
thet is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Horses.
Buggies,
Capitan, Lincoln county, offi is the only positive cure now known
Bride.
A marriage license was issued at ciated at the wedding of Refugio Sera to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beMarciano ing a constitutional disease,
Whei hi Need of Anyfliinr
requires
Roswell to L. A. Waters, aged 29, of and Maximlnia Garcia, and
Garcia ad Magdalena Zapata. In both a constitutional treatment HalTs
Clece, and Miss Lexie Cooper, aged 15,
ii the UVEEY LINE
cases, the parental blessings were ob
Cure is taken internally, acting
Drivers Finrisfaed.
tained only after strenuous effort.
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby deMoves Away.
stroying the foundation of the disease,
Grant
of
Pinos
F. J. Davidson
Altos,
Don Caspar Ave,
and giving the patient strength by
county, who served a term In the New building
as
constitution
and
the
TONIO IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
up
Mexico legislature, has been elected
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE, president and general manager of the sistlng nature in doing its work. The
have so much faith in its
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, San Diego Construction Company and proprietors
tnat thjy offer One
curative
powers
his
for
will leave with
fSan
family
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
Hundred
Dollars
for any case that it
Di"go after a residence of 28 years in
fails to cure. Send for list of
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the New Mexico.
'
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
Masten Arrested Again.
tor Mr at aeauUr tHsse INnil and mUH hirmC
CHENEY & CO., ToAddress
F.
J.
as
of
Accused'
time
the
for
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
'
f
O.
ledo,
tkecscse
this
t
"Stella
McClellan,
saulting Mrs.!
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY tiire
Sold by all Druggists, 76c. '
with a hatchet, while last time,
VEOPLB and for WOMEN.
it was with his fists, Joseph Masten, Take Hall's family Fills for constipaFor sale by all dri'ggists.
,'
wus arrested at Roswell and held for tion.

Hardware Co.

Why Import Mineral Water?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee jVUneral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

--

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

?

3oal

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

Lump

rnn

lUIl 3A1X

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

Near Union Depo

333 HICK'JX STREET,

"

'

Coal.

Materials-Daw- son

Building

i

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

SEPTEMBER

Phone Black

An Offer That Involves No Risk for
New Law Partnership.
Those Who Accept It.
McKean & Cheatham, is a new law
We are so positive our remedy will
firm at Taos, of which William Mc- completely relieve constipation, no
matter how chronic it may be, that
we offer to furnish it free of all cost
it it fails.
Constipation is caused by weakness
of the nerves and muscles of the large
intestines or descending colon. To exi'- - "A,' ,
pect a cure you must therefore tone
up and strengthen those organs and
restore them to healthier activity.
We want you to try Rexall Order
lies on our guarantee. They are eaten
like candy, and are particularly ideal
for the children. They act directly on
the nerves and muscles of the bowels.
They have a neutral action on the
other organs or glands. They do not
purge or cause any inconvenience
whatever.
They will positively over
.
come chronic or habitual constipation
and the myriads oi associate or dependent chronic ailments. Try Rexall

bian.)

Sardines,

11, 1911.

HESITATE?

The door upon, its hinges swings,
Telegraph Poles on Fire.
Across its portal, Summer brings
Fire that started in the grass near
The last of all its train,
the city water plant at Roswell spread
The ripened harvests gathered in,
to a pile of 150 oil soaked telephone
The fields lie bare where late have poles and 70 of these were
partly
been
burned.
The shocks of golden grain.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

These lines are like home to us.

WHY

SEPTEMBER.
(By Isabelle G. Mabey in the Colum partner.

GOOD EATING!
best-a- nd

C. Cooper of

Elkins.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

PHONE, RED 100.

Isa-dor-

F. M. JONES.

Palace

Dio-nici- a

FRUIT BOXES

Sol-tot- o

LIVERY STABLE

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES

0

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

,

agony-Youth-

Pine Rigs, Reliable. Horses Single
Surries, Saddle

ful

High-towea-

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
Phone

436 Canon Road.

19

Black.

1

Ca-tari-

CALL

UP

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
to
P.
Successor

B.

Williams

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLA8S LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
te give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 139 Red

Foloy Kidnoy Pills

Santa

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

!

Fe, N. M

'Phone

,

enters iaci

jjke

.

ccxiicl fw.

THEIR DUTY.

DOING

8a nU Fe Reader Are
Learning the Duty of the Kidney.

To filter the blood Is the kidney's
duty.
When they fall to do this the kidneys are sick.
Backache and most kidney ills follow.
Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
'

kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.

'

140 Canon

Delgado,

ACE THREE

"

Scores of

Manuel

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

11, 1911.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

St.,

Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: ' "The public statement I gave in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills In 1902 still holds
good. ; For four 'or five years I was
subject to attacks of backache which
were so severe that I was unable to
I tried various remedies said
work.
to be cures for such troubles, but
nothing benefitted me until I used
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been permanent. My
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
has been gratifying that I gladly
recommend them." For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cent. Fostet-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
n

WILL HELP

HEW

BO

POLITICS flllD

SOFT DRINKS

MCWlSj

--L.

G3

ALE, VHJ CBEItY, LE3I SWA, ROK BREW
For State Auditor.
selves for office in Luna county on the
Taylor of Farmington, Is out Republican side: Dwight B. Stephens
tSTISEt, KLONDIKE HZZ, GDO COLA, :: x x
for the Democratic nomination
for for sheriff; Chris. Raithel for treasurnine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
state auditor.
er; John Steineman for assessor. On
the Democratic side; Robert L. Miller
KJTTUKS WCJ3
aJarfcksBwJcfna SJUTTA
B3?Y
for sheriff; J. A. Chester for treasurGeorge Sena in the Field.
froprietor.
himannounced
C.
Sena
has
B.
C.
George
er;
Rogers, John
Hodgdon, JoCONFERENCE OF GOVERNORS
self as a candidate for- county clerk seph A. Stump, J. W. Robinson, for as
cf Guadalupe county.
sessor; LeRoy Hon, Key B. Gorman,
Terah H. Patterson for school' superBulletin ton Important Legisla For State
Corporation Commissioner. intendent; Samuel T. Clark, Charles R.
tion Proposed or Pending
The number of candidates for a Hughes, for county clerk; C. L. Hubstate corporation commissionershlp
Will Be Issued.
bard, and C. L. Baker for county comhas been augmented by N. V. Gallegos missioner.
o Tucumcari.
(Br Sueclal Leased Wire o Tew Mexican)
San Juan County Candidates.
DR. M. SKEEN.
Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 11. A
The following Democratic
Only Two in Lincoln County.
library, of laws, embracing every stat
patriots
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Only two Democrats have announc- have announced themselves for office
ute on the books ot every. state in
anto
ed themselves thus far for office in in San Juan county: Walter B. Wag Dr C. V.
be replenished,
the Union and
Cheney would like to be
nually with the multitudinous enact- Lincoln county: D. W. Roberts for ner, probate clerk; Archie G. McCoy, county commissioner. For
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
the county
ments of the forty-silegislatures, county clerk, and Andy S. Mayes for assessor; J. T. Jacquez, county comManuel S. Sanchez, Fred L
clerkship
fresh from the hands of the makers, sheriff.
missioner; William T. Dufur, sheriff; Burrus, Neel
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
Jenson, Juan C. Jaramll-lo- ,
will spring into being as the result
Juan N. Jaquez, county commissioner;
G. Souders and F. A. Chave
H.
THE SOUTHWEST
of the annual conference of govern- There Are Twenty-Fiv- e
Other Counties R. W. Heflin, treasurer; L. M. Garrett,
ors beginlng here next Tuesday, if Wouldn't it be going some if Otero superintendent of schools; J. L. G. are mentioned. For sheriff, Reymun-dRomero and John W. Collier are in
the present program of Secretary Will- county could send one of her distin Swinney, superintenaent of schools; J.
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
iam George, Jordan meets with the guished sons to the United States Sen- - F Wood. Jr.. sheriff: J. A. Mc William a the field. For assessor Juan de Dio
Sanchez and Antonio Salflzar will con
success which he believes it will.
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
test. For the state legislature, Allen
"This is not a mere theory," Mr.
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.
C.
James
Chavez and CelesBarrett,
Jordan declared. "It is an actual,
tino Ortiz are working. Besides them,
clearly defined, systematized and
Federico Chaves, Thomas Bachechl,
Studies Resumed
practical method which has been
BROTHER EDWARD. PRES
Perfecto Jaramillo, Jesus Candelarlo
scale
on
the
for
a
small
past
working
September 5th.
and
Charles
L.
Burt
are
mentioned.
ora
months.
With
perfected
eight
un the Democratic side, D. C. Howeil
ganization, sufficient funds contributwould like to succeed himself as as
ed by all the states, and headquarters
sessor; E. W. Robertson as clerk. J.
to the library it will contain every
H. Buckalew is a candidate for sheriff
state report, document and law, and
and
R. I. Hitt for probate Judge, as is New Mexico
in
the country
will be the one place
Gabino Baca, while Julian R. Romero
'
where every important activity of
I
',
.
'
is out for county commissioner.
But
every state will be almost automaticalthe county is so certain to be Republi
office
in
the
secretary's
ly registered
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
can, that the Democratic candidates
and a good law or any good idea in
ed
are
fewer
far
on
than
the
Republican
"The West Point of the Southwest-Rankone state will be brought to the attenside.
tion of all the others."
by United States War Department as "Distinguished InstituThe plan also Includes making perCounty Conventions and Primaries. tion." Army officers detailed by War
manent and continuous the conferThe Republicans of Torrance county Department.
ence. This, it is planned, would be
will hold their convention to nomiThrough Academic course, prepardone by means of the Central Bureau
nate delegates to the Las Vegas con ing young men for college or business
whose secretary would afford a quick
vention at Estancia on September 23; life. Great amount ot open air work.
means of communication among the
and their convention to nominate can- Healthiest location of any Military
various state executives at their capididates for office on October 16 at Wil-lar- School in the Union. Located in the
tals. The bureau would also act "as
The Glllen water Renublican cen beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
a clearing house of information among
tral committee will meet at Albuquer of the West at an elevation of 3700
the states at times when the conferque on September 16 and the Mann feet above sea level, sunshine every
ence is not acutally in session, iMr.
committee this afternoon.
The Luna day, but little rain or snow during the
Jordan plans, and, should occasion
county Republicans meet at Deming season.
warrant, bulletins "will also be issued
on September 23 to name deleeates
en important legislation, enacted or
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
to the Las Vegas' convention.
The all graduates from standard eastern
pending, during the year.
Lincoln county convention will be colleges.
Ten buildings, throughly
This is but one item, however, in
held at Capitan on September 20. Luna furnished, heated, lighted and modern
the longest and most comprehensive
county Democrats will hold their pri tn all respects.
program attempted by the executives
maries on September 23 and their
at any time since their first gathering
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
county convention at Deming on Sep
four years ago. Matters foremost in
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
to
26
tember
nominate
for
candidates
the various states will be discussed
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
office
as well as delegates to
county
such as the question of the regulation
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
the Santa Fe convention. San Miguel
of public utility corporations, employand W. A. FINLET. '
County Democrats will hold a conveners liability, the inheritance tax quesFor
particulars and illustrated cation at Las Vegas on September 30 to
tion, prison labor, and strengthening
address:
talogue
to
select
con
the
Santa Fe
delegates
of the executive's power. The quesCOL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
vention. The Republicans of Cbaves
tion of uniform divorce laws may also
Superintendent.
county will hold their convention on
be brought before the gathering.
to
name
20
to
the
September
delegates
State control of public utility cor
Las Vegas convention. The Demo
and
employers-liabilitporatlons,
hold
crats
will
at
their convention
worklngmen's compensation are to
on
Roswell
28. The Re
September
each.
be given a full day's discussion
publican county central committee
A half day will also be devoted to a
B. F. PANKEY.
of Curry county will meet at Clovis
discussion of the rights of the state
on Wednesday of this week.
traffic rates. This
to fix lntra-stat- e
will be led by an address from Gov- ate, and another to the supreme court assessor; Walter M. Danburg, assesBernalillo County Trouble.
ernor Herbert S. Hadley of Missouri. of New Mexico? The material to fill sor; L. W. Stelnbach, treasurer; A. B.
of such offices is available in Otero counGovernor Francis McGovern
which took tes
The
RobA.
McClure, probate judge; Eliza
Wisconsin, is down on the program ty. Alamogordo News.
timony at Albuquerque, has reported
of
schools;
inson,
superintendent
to the territorial Republican central
for the principal address on the state
George H. Bates, county commissioner.
control of public utilities. Governor
committee.
The report recognizes
.
:
to
Socialists
Start
Paper.
Boryl F. Carroll of Iowa, was also
Judge Edward A. Mann as chairman
District
Crist
for
A
Attorney.
Socialists
Otero
convention
of
of
slnted to talk on this subject, but will
At the Democratic conference held of the Bernalillo county Republican
be unable to attend, v Governors county attended by thirty delegates at t the court house Monday
committee and it declared that the
night It committee as named
Charles S. Deneen W Illinois, and Alamogordo, recommended favorably,
at the last Re- San
the
was
of
sense
the
meeting that
the plan of starting another Socialist
Eugene N. Fobs of .Massachusetts, will
Juan county should ask for and insist
open the discussion on employers' lia- newspaper in addition to the St. Vraln on
representation on the state ticket,
bility and worklngmenfc compensa- Journal.
that a primary election In preference
tion, while a paper by Governor Osto a convention should be held, also
Roosevelt County Candidates.
wald West of Oregon, and another bj
In
MichiRoosevelt
the
"county,
of
S.
Osborn
following a resolution passed the assembly that
Governor Chase
at the primary election each commisgan, will take up the problems of candidates are in the field: For clerk,
should nominate Its
prison labor. Governors John ' A. Dlx Charles P. Mitchell: for treasurer, Jeff sioner's district
own candidate for county commissionof New York, and Edmund F. Noel ot
er. The name of J. H. Crist was menMississippi, are on the program for
tioned for district attorney and a unandiscussion of the inheritance tax and
imous sentiment for him was in evi,
stale comity.
dence. We want a prosecutor who
The meetings will open on Tuesday
will prosecute. San Juan County Demwhen Governor Woodrow Wilson ol
ocrat.
New Jersey, will deliver an address
of welcome. Governor Joseph M. Cai':.
Coming Over In Flock.
rey of Wyoming, will respond. In tha
Wilson
Daily
reports are being received
Mrs.'
and
evening, Governor
from Taos, Rio Arriba, northern San...
will give a reception for the visitors
ta Fe and other counties, of former
and those who accompany them at. the
executive cottage at Sea Girt, two
leading Democratic workers announcing themselves as Republicans hence
miles away. This and a dinner to be
forth. In Taos county, the Demo
given on Thursday night by the Spring
cratic party Is reported to be so 'deLake reception committee will be the
moralized as to make it almost ceronly tocial events for"tEe men. For
tain that no Democratic ticket will be
the women, a number of teas and othnominated if the Republicans consent
er entertainments have been arranged.
to giving the Democrats one or two
J. H. CRIST.
minor places on the county ticket. Rio
PROGRAM FOR STATEHOOD
Arriba county seems certain for 2,000
CELEBRATION AT EL PASO.
Republican majority and conservative
convention, was the
estimates have it that Santa Fe county publican county
Addressee By Governors Mills of New
central committee of Ber
Republican
will go Republican by 700 majority,
;
Mexico, Sloan of Arizona and
nalillo county. This decision ousted
' Colquitt of Texas. "
although those more optimistic figure all committee members appointed by
on from 1,200 to 1,800 majority.
Chairman Mann or by Mr. Gillenwater,
8QUIRE HARTT, JR.
' ' :
'V
"" :''.
;,
who claimed to be the regular chair
They are corking good
Thursday, Oct. 19.
Candidates In Torrance County.
man, and left the committee as it
Meeting of trains by military band,
C. L. Burt of Mountainair is out foi
shoes. The quality is
Band concerts In the plazas.
originally stood. The report of the
Hightower, and Moses B. Jones; for the
Republican nomination for super
Baseball game at Washington
Is fair and to the point.
William H. Hill; for sheriff,
assessor,
' Robert A. Bain; for commissioner, D. intendent of schools of Torrance coun- It reviews the evidence submitted by right there, and when
aviation meeting. ty and M. B. Fuller for probate Judge both sides at the hearings and it bases
Street carnival afternoon and even- K.. Smith.
conies to style and
....
its findings upon the information obing.
'mmm'r'X'
at
The
the
tained
Night Illumination of city.
hearing.
Otero County Candidates.
J
Band concerts in plazas.
direct that the Bernalillo counthey are so conThe following Democrats have an'
house
at
all
clubs.
Open
ty committee meet on Monday, Sepnounced themselves ' for , office in
is imspicuous
tember 11, at 2 o'clock in the afterFriday, Oct. 20, Governor's Day.
Otero county: J. Guy Wadsworth for
noon at the Commercial Club and that
Reception to visiting governors and assessor; T. A. Pace for
sheriff; James
overlook
.
staffs.
',
possible
Judge Mann, a Its chairman, shall
Hunter for sheriff; W. K. Cunningham
Military and civic parade downtown for assessor and R. S.
give notice of such meeting and call
for
Tipton
them. We show the
Formal meeting ef governors.
,
the same to order. The committee
school superintendent On the Repubshall thereupon either accept or reject
Raising of new statehood flag.
A. Balrd has anmodels in all
Addresses by governors of Texas, lican
his resignation which he tendered to
nounced himself for treasurer:' and
New Mexico, Arizona. And Chihuahua,
rethe
which
and
it
the popular leathers,
Baseball game, .afiaOon meet and William Edwards and Jed R. Yales for
spectfully refer to the county comassessor.
' '
carnival.
mittee.
'
I, '
For the Legislature.
Military review and military maneuPAT. CALF; GUN METAL, BOX CALF,
si Taos
county will Insist on the nomvers at Fort Bliss.
"
Held Under $4,000 Bond.
:
on
ination
the
of
Republican ticket
VICI KID,
Public reception' And governors' ball
CALF
was
held
Luna
14,000
under
Miguel
Squire Hartt for the state senate.
at Toltec Club.
bond at Lincoln for taking two shots
(LACE OR BUTTON).
la boosting M. P. Skeen, member
e
Day.
Saturday, Oct 21,
with a revolver at Manuel Aragon.
of the constitutional contention, as a
Band concerts In plazas all day.
One bullet passed through a chair
Democratic candidate for' the state
Baseball game at the nark.
Aragon held In front of himself and
senate. In Santa Fe county, the lead
Aviation meeting "at the park.
Where
See
through his shirt, but neither shot
, Golf contest at the Country Club.
ing Republican candidates "' for the
wounded
him.
at
W.
John
nahty
Owen,
0ir
state
senate
L.
Illuminated
R.
.
are
and
Baca
F.
B.
and
reception
eets
whose house the shooting took place,
WWow
n
Pankey; for the house, Charles C.
disarmed Luna.
Price
Display
and I. Sparks.
want anything ea eartt-T- ry
Luna County Candidates.
It
If yo waat aaythtng ea eartfe ti
'
a Kmr. KaCxa Bt aV " :
The following have announced them- ft W. HEfjLU."Y
a New Maxteaa
Ad.

Library to Be Created Which
Will Contain the Latest
in Statutes

M. D.

Of

and

Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
the local railroads:
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."
'
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Santa Fe 11:10
Returning arrive
f

a

p. m.
- 4 p. mp connect with No. l, west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 P. m. cocect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning aniv at San Fe 11:19
p. m.
D, & ft. Q. Ay.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. mi from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., contents with No.
...

a

east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east
2

Herewith are some Bargains offered
the New MexicM Mating company: Code ef Civil Procedure ef the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
beund, $1; paper bound. 75c Missouri
Pleading forma, $5: Missouri Code
Fleadiag. IS; the two for '110.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico. 18S9. MM. and 1M3,
English and - Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather- S3.
Cover Pock't Docket, single. 11.36;
New
two er mere books, II each.
Supreme Court Reports, Mo
9 aid 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
76 e. Com
pilatiea Corporation
pilaUe Mining Laws, 0 c Moaey
Jigeet of New Mexico Reports. fuV
Jool blank.
aheea, SMI: full Het
b

.

e

La,

Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position,, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every busi- ness and professional man In the city
and county and a great many In the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

-

r

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

x

FOR

3 HUBB'S

LAUNDRY.

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesday! and deliver on Thursdays and
; ':' "..
Fridays.
AU work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
yeur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

Military

i

i

y

n

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

.

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 26c and 60c
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
F4knch Noodle Order 20c. a dish,'
New Tork Chop Suey 60a

For Best Laundry Work
IETUINS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. p. o. Brown,: Agent.

ency.
Pkoie

Red No. 23.

None,

Red No. 2

'

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Both North South
Bounds Trains. -

Meet
'

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ef
the north bound train and arrive at
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter, than any ether
way. Good covered- Hacks and flo
team. Par 100 round trip. Teai
furnished eommorolat men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire" Imhode
Station. "
,
-

and

Fit

Comfort

''.

park-Propose-

it

fit

that it

to

,

latest

side,-Jame-

XJOOD'YS HACK LI11B

and

FOR MEN

yi-'&.c'-.--

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Quality

Pleasing to the eye, the foot and
the pocketbook. In other words,
exclusive appearance, perfect fit,
and moderate price. We believe
that no woman who sees these
shoes will pass them by. We
urge critical inspection.

$

:;'

Imperial Laundry

Style

k

.

"

RUSSIAN

Ar-tes- ia

Os-Apl-

fchn Sflueqer

-

Os-Ap-

Cat-tro-

m

t.

Vaat

.fit'

'4:

IAL,

Institute

:?

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

mi

ft

COURSES-COMMERC-

States.

35 and hav
delivered.

A"

J
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Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postofflce.
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per rarath, by carrier... .75
.65
Dally, per month, by mail
Oaily, per year, by mail........ 7.00

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, six month!

92.60
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY

;

3
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.

privately acknowledge as the defects
of present legal
are enmethods,
gaged in framing excuses for practice
which every common-sens- e
man kpows
should be abolished.
Still more unfortunately only too many of them find
too ready a weapon in the technicalities wherewith to defend their clients,
and to delay and defeat the ends of
justice. Hence the foolish demand for
the judicial recall.
A change from technicalities ""and
delays to justice and prompt action
would come quickly if the great body
of lawyers would lead instead of obstructing as now in the effort to reform that legal procedure 'which has
been indicted for inefficiency and per
verting the ends of justice and found
guilty at the bar of intelligent public
opinion, and by such great lawyers as
.
President Taft. '
;

tllllMllitlt It i t

t'

I

t

MONDAY,

I

ft

iII

t

A

I J. LPALE

President

' t

HowAbout That Fire Insurance?
:

i

Think About

MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

:
:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits,
80,000

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

BM

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,

THE FIRST: NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

It!- -

1911.

J.B.EEAD,Casaier.
F. MciANE, Assisfant Cashier.

A. HUGHE

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

8EPTEMBER'11,

fc

Transacts a general banking- - business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to ail
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4
per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on
consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons , in the banking line, and aims to extend to
them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with
safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety
deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

.

Santa Fe Planing Mill'

HE IS NOT THAT KIND OF A MAN,
If the Republicans of New Mexico
want to nominate for governor a crea- WHAT ARE YOU GOING
LOST MOTION.
TO DO ture of the Standard Oil Company, or
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
ABOUT IT?
The first officials ol the State of
of some railroau corporation or of
Window Frames,
New Mexico and of the county of San"What are you going to do about it?' some great land or coal company,
Wainscotting,
Mouldings
ta Fe under statehood, will he Repub- the Albuquerque Journal asks ..hys they must not nominate Holm O. Bur-su.
Door Frames,
Sash, Doors,
Ceiling,
licans. There is no other way about terically about the report whih: a
i
usingS'Pase,
Custom Work,
Dry Run Flooring
has made to the" Re
it, but if this were not certain, the
If the Republicans of New Mexico
only other possibility would be that publican Central Committee of New, want to nominate for governor merely
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
those officials will be Democratic. Any Mexico, as the result of the hearings the advance agent of some senatorial
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
third, or fourth, or independent party in the Bernalillo county factional fight candidate, some tout for this or that
movement, is therefore "lost motion." last week. The proper answer is man who aspires to the toga, they
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
The men who have the nerve, the "What are YOU going to do about, it?" must not nominate Holm O. Bursum.
libera! share of your patronage.
We
solicit
a
to
start
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
to
the
for
backbone,
the unprejudiced observer it
independence
If any man whispers to you that
new party movements are just the seems that the only disturbing factor Holm O. Bursum is not the strongest
men needed within the ranks of the iii the Bernalillo county Republican man the party can nominate for gov
Specifications, Etc.
two great parties in order to lift to a party, just now, is the Albuquerque ernor; that he is
uncultured, uncouth,
Phone Black 33166.
higher plane the whole political busi- Morning Journal. With that in an stubborn; that he is too poor; that
ness. They waste their influence and amiable mood, there would be no he would not fit in the surroundings
If you are particular you should buy your bonnet at
their efforts in starting new parties. fight. At present the Journal is cry of that beautiful "yellow brick,' ColoThe more is the pity.
ing for harmony and peace, but the nial Style Mansion," you just look beMRS, W. LINDIMRDT'S MILLINERY STORE ON PALACE AVENUE,
Because they can not have every- only harmony and peace to which it hind that man and find out whose shaand
will
is
the
dow lies over your .informer.
harmony
subscribe,
thing their own way, they "insurge."
A I IXH 0ur goods are of the latest importations-nothi- ng
old.
ft
It is dollars to doughnuts that It. is
They issue calls for "progressive," or peace that comes to the lamb after
We have Beautiful Materials and understand how to use them
seme other kind of meetings, and im-- it has entered, the internal economy the shadow of some big corporation,
or of some senatorial aspirant, who
mediately destroy their usefulness to of the wolf.
in
recommends the wants to win bjfomanipulation rather
r
The
the body politic. If they formerly
he Mrs." Harhta M. Nelson, G. R., Spen
when
that
he
But
has
'
accomplished
to
and
course
that
is
sensible
were Republicans, they simply help only
than through worth. All these hate
ROOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH ' '
e'er, Anna Whitman.
the Democratic party by that muchj put the question up to the people in Holm O. Bursum, ,they fear him be- will be a practical politician.
GerThird grade Etta Crowder,
Cnisine and
'
if they formerly were Democrats, they the primaries. These primaries will cause he is a man of the people; beLarge Sample
r
trude McCurry, Anna E. Morgan.'xill-liaThe Ijlew Mexican will giire a
Table Service
Room for Com.
hurt that party by that much.: And be held in a few days and the voters cause he is fearless, he is independent,
to
,
the
who
Scott
cartoonist
gold piece
Unexcelled
that is generally the last thing each there can settle the whole deplorable he has backbone; because he would
mercial Travelers
most
Colfax County.
desires.
squabble quite expeditiously and per bo the governor of not any one cor-- will draw for 'it ofthe best and MexiR.
Jennie
a
New
First
C,
Bonney,
figure
grade
striking
f
to
hold
the lUiailVUj IS uui BUJ
s.,Q
SSC
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
If these same men were to go into manently. But in order
WASHINGTON AVENUE
aJij vra. co voter
the blue ballot. Walker, Lucy H. Lacock, Mrs. Marian
their party primaries and there lift primaries, some one must call them. not any one clique or faction, but of The correct marking
BerN.
on
Winifred
E.
E.
his
face
Walter,
Bickee,
expression
declared
committee
The
Gillenwater
because
of
New
all
the
Mexico;
people
their voices, they could make themand the proper Attitude on bended ry, B. Eloise McBeth, Sim Shirley B.
selves heard; they couTd gain one vehemently that it will not submit to be is progressive and believes in the
Beck and Mrs. Josephine Everest.
are especially desired.
to
knee,
to
any agreement,
people having the greatest possible
concession after another; they could any compromise,
Second" grade Cecil Benson, Laura
..DEALER IK.
any mandate of the party organiza- share in the government of the comforce the party to put up men for
It is not: "Beware of the Ides of Manly, Edna B. Orin, Samuel .J. Da- The Mann committee, on the monwealth.
who have high ideals. How- tion.
If the Republican party wants to March!" as in the days of Julius iey, Edith P. Manly, Manetta A. Meyever, they could not expect to dom- other hand, submitted to any finding
of the Black ers, Leslie Dumenil, Bonnie Reynolds
"Beware
but:
fit
Caesar,
labfound
committee
and
may
the
man
that
for
a
have
already
governor
inate entirely the majority;
they
of San Miguel on San Miguel's Lillie A. Tosier, J. R.
Crawford,
would have to yield for the time be-- find fit to make. If the Gillenwater eled, already tagged, the vest pocket Eagle
The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe., N. M.
committee had been ordered to call property or puppet of some interest Day at the County Seat of San Miguel Gladys Armstrong.
Sucone
or
in
another
particular.
lng
He
his
is
tal
sharpening
Third grade Barney Isabell, Flora
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
cessful politics is a game of give and the primaries, it would have refuseo that fears the people, it must not nom- County!"
to do so. The Mann committee is inate Holm O. Bursum, for HE IS NOT ons to sink them deep into the flesh Byrne, Lillie Sandoval, Helen Chavez,
take.
'
of the noblest Republican of them all. Elizabeth Bell, Antonio Maes, Mrs,
Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
If the New Mexican were to nomi-- ' willing to obey. What else could be THAT KIND OF A MAN.
Have you ever thought that of all
Armstrong Floyd, Pedro Lopez,
nate the Republican ticket in state done but to recognize the original
BACK FROM
i Three Recruits for Penand county, it probably would not be county committee as properly named the arguments that are being ad GOVERNOR
LAS VEGAS,
of
O.
voters
the
at
the
time
Holm
vanced
by
proper
why
insiduously,
in
as
the
same
one
the
Deputy Sheriff J. J. Brophy of Clay
any
particular
Sim- Bernalillo county and to direct ,it to Bursum should not be governor, not
ton, Union county, today landed in
ticket that will be nominated.
(Continued from page one.
which the court one has been or is, that he is the prop
the penitentiary the following three
ilarly, each thoughtful voter has his call the primaries at
own ideas about the men who ought of last resort, the voters, will speak erty of "the" interests or that his cam
prisoners sentenced by Judge C. J,
"You
Lincoln
cio
of
collector
county.
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
to be nominated and about the plat- and will make their decision? What paign will be financed by some sena
Roberts: Ramon Martinez, and Fran
to
notified
and
are
hereby
required
cisco Gallegos, one. to two years for
form and methods that should be fol- difference does it make after all, who torial candidate?"
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
forthwith file with .ne clerk a fuil, horse
calls the primaries as long as such
lowed. It is well that this is so.
stealing and Bonifacio Romero,
accurate
statement
of
and
does
the
are
complete
t
held?
What
PENCILS.
LEAD
1 to 3
for forgery, District
It is also the patriotic thing to. go primaries
y
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
on the court atyears
want?
well lighted and ventilated,
On that memorable election day, the interest received by you
Into, the primaries, into the conven- Journal
Clayton adjourned after one
;
held
as
funds
treasurer
by you
As to settingMip 'a straw man and November 7, after the voter has been public
week's session.
tion,'' to fight for those things which
T',."
Rooms en suite with jftivate bath an phone.
'
collector "of Lincoln
the voter deems are proper. But it naming him "Frank A. Hubbell" and handed his sky blue ballot about half and
' FIND! SAMPLE ROOM.
NeW
to
account
and
Mexico,
county,
at
that
rotten
tomatoes
him,
is all wrong to bolt if the individual throwing
WILL OF LATE ALFRED
the size of the New Mexican, and has
CHEERFUL DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
can not force his pet views upon his may amuse some people, hut it is not carefully read its Spanish and English for and to deposit all said sums so reIS PROBATED.
. MUELLER
as
on
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
ceived
interest
the public
by you
fellow voters and upon the majority. edifying 'or convincing or beneficial legend, and has made up his mind as
Proprietor.
$3.00 A DAY
The fight for principle is never lost, on the eve of the most Important cam- to the proper spot in which to strike funds and deposit the same in a desig- Estate Worth Only Fifty Thousand Ineven though temporarily defeated, and paign New Mexico has ever had. it, he will suddenly remember some- nated depository as required by law."
stead of $84,000 as at First
sooner or later, the majority comes Frank A. Hubbell is no longer an is- thing. He will be seen fishing in his
Found Old Court Records.
Estimated,
around to that which is right, which is sue in the Republican party.
Mrs. Lillie C. KlaBner, wife of J. A.
coat pocket, and then going through
ideal. Each compromise will be a As to the jurisdiction of the centra his vest and trouser's pockets anu dig Klasner, superintendent of bridges (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
committee of the Territory to settle
on the Eastern Railway
Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. The will
step in the right direction.
ging into his shirt pockets, if his shirt and buildings
In the old time printing offices, two disputes in local organizations, it is has pockets, and then look up bewild of New Mexico, has returned to Ros- - ot the late Alfred Muller, former sec
journeymen would stand at the case, candidly acknowledged, that there is ered. In order to mark th blasted well from Santa Fe and brought with retary of the National Jewish Hospi
side by side. To the onlooker, one no law and no way to enforce its manher copies of findings made by the su- tal for consumptives, was admitted to
one must have a lead pencil.
&
would be working with a great dis- dates at this time. On the other hand. thing,
preme court of New Mexico on April probate here today. H. H. Hindry,
a
He
and
can't
away
pencil,
go
get
fin- no one will question its right to take
would
his
of
he
on
dip
activity;
play
'May 22, 1885, that Muller's law partner, and attornew for
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
for under the law he must mark the 30, 1885, and
gers two or three times before lifting action, when the state convention blue thing then and there. He cannot she submits as binding her rights to the estate, said its' value had been
would
when
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST, CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000.00
a General Banking Business
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E. LAUGKLIN,

t"

President

Established

Asst.' fishier

1856.

1903.

Incorporated
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FRESH BREAD AND CAKE

Is Headquarters for

Dally.

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

J. S. Healy of Denver, is here on
Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
irrigation matters.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Colonel E. w. Dobson of AlbuquerPhone, 152 Red
que, is here on legal business.
AMADO
GUTIERREZ. PROP.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
Novelties in Cords, Tassels, Girhas gone to Raton on business.
dles and Band Trimmings
H. Vaughn the rancher on the Pecos, is at the Montezuma Hotel.
RECEIVED AT
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main '
Armijo Santiago of Cerrillos is visiting at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
MISS MUGLER'S
A. Staab yas a passengerlhis mornover
the Santa Fe for Las Vegas.
ing
Mrs. Juan J. Ortiz and her daughter,
iPattie M. Turner, representing an
Albuquerque firm, is at the Palace ho- Miss Cleofitas Ortiz, left Saturday
over the D. & R. G. for Chamita where
tel;
L. V. Frankel, the well known jew- they will visit Luis M. Ortiz and famelry salesman Of Denver, is at the
Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Clark passed
ti
Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert through Las Vegas this morning in a
place
W. Clark has returned to his home at touring car on their way from Garden
is
Las Vegas.
City, Kas., to Santa Fe. Las Vegas
H. L. Salisbury, of Raton, passed Optic.
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos, on his way
through the city yesterday on his way
home from California.
home from the Medical Society meetmarJThe Rev. Jules Deraches, chaplain ing at Las Vegas, spent a day in Sanof St. Vincent's Sanitarium, has re- ta Fe. He left here for his home this
forenoon.
turned from Denver.
old
Miss Olivia Cutting, who is visiting
J. F. Hinkie, president of the terrifriends- in Silver City is expected torial board of equalization, is here policy
from Roswell to preside at the board's
home the end of the week.
of
.
Charles Eckert of the U. S. weather meeting which will be held today at by
bureau returned yesterday from a the capitol.
short visit In Albuquerque.
The Rev. Father Clinton, who pass- J. J. Brophy of ,Clayton, Union coun-- : ed the hot months of the summer at
City Corn-Fe- d
ty, the wellknown rough rider, was a gt Vincent's Sanitarium here, has re- turned to the Duke City much improv- guest yesterday at the Palace.
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Miss Mary C. Conlon, head nurse at ed in health.
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M
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Veal and Lamb.
Albuquerque for a few days.
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c.nnrrn rhioftnin
Poultry, Fresh
on
left
George Curry
Mrs t. Feline Hubbell of Paiarito.
Saturday for his home at Tularosa, Bernalillo county, arrived in' the citv Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
but expects to return this week. t yesterdav with her dauehter. Miss
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls and child- - juuanita Hubbell, whom she will place
ren have returned from Las VegaB ln Loretto academy.
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
;
where they spent the past week.
t m cunninitham. the well known BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
B. Spitz, secretary of the board of banker of Las Veeas and member ol
equalization, is here from Albuquer- - tne territorial board of equalization.
que, to attend the meeting today at ia at tj,e paace. He has come to
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
capitol.
tend the board's meetine.
Manuel S. Sanchez returned from
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v1 A TTllehes a canitalist of Santa
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
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DON'T take our word for it,

take the Royal

Tailors' word for it. Make
the test yourself. It is very
simple. We invite it.
When we say say that every
' Royal '' fabric is absolutely
all pure wool, we mean pure
wool in the most exa :ting and
literal sense; we mean total

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Cashier,

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTION

MILLINERY

Your Patronage Solicited

'1
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MONDAY,

The
where satis
faction
absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to our
first established

v

You cannot
do better
Than let us

freedom from sleazy, adulteration, cotton or wool substitutes.
The Royal Tailors
stand alone as the one tailoring house that not only spe
cifically guarantees each fabric to be wool and
wool alone but invites the acid test on every
fabric we show. This will prove to you
that the woolen you buy is all pure
wool. The Royal Tailors are preeminently in a
class by themselves. We claim to be a "Master"
in the art of measuring, as we have taken lessons in the Royal Shop at first hands.
Needless to say " Satisfaction Guaranteed."

us

Measure you
For that Suit

I

incon-testab- ly

Kansas

Our line
of Suitings cannot be
equaled, and the fit we
You will need.

guarantee.
THAT HARVARD LINE

.

,

-

OF

SUITS

READY-MAD-

is away ahead of
them all.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
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We are now closing out our entire line of Summer Stock
We must make room for our FALL AND

less than cost.
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A. B. McMillen Mrs. H. B. McMillen, bunnernue Mornine .Tournal.
Eileen McMillen and Carroll Jewett,
Attorney T. D. Cohbey of Denver,
all of Albuquerque are registered at Colorado, a brother of the late Judge
the Montezama.
'J. E Cobbey. well known in Santa
Mrs. Charles Gallup returned to her pe. gnent Sunday in Santa Fe.
home near Santa Fe after a month's
Architect I. H. Rapp went to Albu-visat the J. J. Kane home in this querque, to meet Mrs. Rapp who is on
'
city. Magdalena News.
her way east from Los Angeles. Cali- Attorney H. M. Dougherty and rornia anrt accompanied her as far as
daughter. Miss Marjorie, of Socorro, Trinjdal from where he went to
on Saturday. Miss Marjorie ell.
is a student' at Loretto academy.
n M. WebBter and hia dauehters.
William Fraser of Valdez, the well
Misses Webster, are tourists reels-known mining man, registered at the tred at tne paiace. They are from
raiace. He oeveiopea tne mg copper Memphis, Tenn., although one of the
properties at Twining, Taos county, Misses Webster now is residine at
'
Lincoln, Neb.
Mr. and Mrs. C, J. Da we came in
; Relieves CAT A R R H of
from Denver on their way to Santa
Fe yesterday afternoon in their touri;
ing car. They will continue their
journey tomorrow or Monday. Las
Vegas Optic.
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THE MASTER TAILORS.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

INSURANCE

BETTER.

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
much time
This is the time, there
fore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
be seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are a beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use, on the
table.

THE

PROPRIETOR.
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WINTER

rs.

Call Early While the Stock is Plentiful.

THE AKERS WAGNER

FURNITURE AND

i

REAL
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of your
BUSINESS
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ESTATE

SuretyBonds
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0.C.WATS0N&C0.
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equalization.
Don Lusk for several years on the
New Mexican staff and lately on the
Las Vegas Optic, left the Meadow City
yesterday for Albuquerque, to take an
editorial position on the Albuquerque
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THE VAUQHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch)
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'

Open May 15th for the Fishing 'Reason
Best of Food
'

"

j

,

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
"
No Invalids '
$15 a Week
Cold
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,108 palace . Avenue
Day and Night Phone.
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"Always Reliable"
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DRUGGISTS
Phone

Ml-N-

Phone

ifht.

led
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BIG SLAUGHTER!
Every pair of Oxford Shoes we
have in the store

A

Must GO AT ANY PRICE, Cost Not Considered.

5-

Please come in and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.

Ladies', Men's, Children's
AD0LPH

X

X

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXK

X

X

X

X X

X

CO

XX

X

58
4

Carriage

3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXSkXX

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

& Automobile

Acreadobe house and other improvements.
age finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
'
'
This is well worth your investigation.

five-roo- m

PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING

Phone Black

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

No. 52

Y

Phone Black

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

&

No. 229

Residence

Insurance Agency.

305 Saa Fraacisco Street.'

with relatlvpa In Fnrt Smith anil CM.
- On her return Mr. Mechem was
Miss
'accompanied by her sister-in-laSocorro
High Grade Colorado Milling that iS Mechem of Fort Smith.
j?vuieiiain.
a leader in its class.
Commissioner
Deputy - Insurance
Peter M A. Lienau, J. B. Sloan, end
OF
RECEIPTS
DAILY
C. H. Wilson returned last night from
CARPENTERS
a long trip made to the source of
the Santa Fe river under lake peaks.
AND CABINET MAKERS. .
They travelled on horseback and had
many thrilling and arduous climbs up
feteep embankments
dragging' their
horses after them. .Mr. Llehau says FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
the trip ls one of the most fascinating
H. S. KAUfJE
CO. that can be made in the iterrltory.

" Diamond Flour."
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All Work Guaranteed.
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You Dav for, by havinsr It rleht where you are using it.
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Socorro home Thursday morning from
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Pecosand Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks'
Write Pecosv'
Telegraph Glorieta

MULLIGAN &

"

IT IS OUR LEADER

We also have

'

-

where she spent several months visiting friends. The Coards have taken
a brick cottage on r. College avenue
were they will reside.
Albert Clancy, who has been playing professional baseball with the St.
Louis American team, and the Austin
team ot tne Texas ' league, and who
nas ben ,n the clty two days ne,P'n
tha rtrnvn loft lnat tilvht In Santa
Fe. Albuquerque Journal. .
His Grace the Most Rev. J. B. Pit

i

BUTT BROS. CO., : tt
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J it

Two Colors, 75c Per Brick,
Enough for 8 People

i
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.

-

Neck Chains. Bracelets.
Branches.
.
r
' Pendants.

:V

Morning Journal,
i,
Frank Staplin of. the Farmington
'Enterprise, was the'Only New Mexico
representative at the Typothetae Cost
Congress at Denver,, which was 'at
tended by several hundred delegates
from nil nnrtu nf thav TTnltaH Ctataa
.
Mrs. js. F. toara
Territorial Secretary
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A BRICK OF OUR
ICE CREAM
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GOLD
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CO.
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Dinner
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FILIGREE- -

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
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It saves on vour light bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our dhtolav rooms are onen for vour
Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from

that; these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
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0
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Uapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M
Ar
N. M
Lv
Ar'
Xv
Katon.N.M

8 15
3 05
2 45
2 25

8 60

8 30
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Kat-on- ,

.Ollfton House

N'M....

10 15

1 30
. ..
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ana so nervous I
could
do

TTTTT.

thing.

9 49'

Preston
Koehler Junction
Koehler

not

anyThe doctors FOR ACCOMMODATION OF
NEW MEXICO REPUBLICANS.
me for dif-

treated
ferent things

9 32

8 65
9 05

Fire of unknown origin, but due possibly to a spark from a locomotive,
destroyed part of the platform of the
old Denver and Rio Grande depot near
Chapeile street shortly before noon today and arew out the fire department
in its motor truck aad a parade of motors, carriages, motor cycles, bicycles
aua horsemen which made one imagine tor a moment that a great conflag- aration was taKing piace.
The fire was under control in a short
time,! ven thougn the lack of a hy
drant nearby prevented the crowd
iom seeing tne much desired spectacle of water lighting the names. The
damage was slight.
Chief Owen took charge of tie fire
and Deputy Chief Alarid drove the
truck which carried firelighters and
large quantities of hose.
Several physicians were seen dash
ing to the fire in their automobiles
and Jesse Nusbaum made probably
as rapid a trip as any autoist, driving
his motorcycle oa which he and JacK
Garrett were comfortably seated.
Saeveral automobiles were hired for
tbe occasion and "fire parties" were

SUFFERING

20

Decimal

the drift.

Lincoln County.
The Littell Mining Company at Jio
arilla, Lincoln county, has a small
Free
force prospecting the Geneva.
gold has been found on the claim.
San Miguel County.
A strong lead of copper ore has been
I Was Cured by Lydia E. Pink-bain- 's discovered on El Porvenir mine near
Las Vegas end Margarlto ' Romero,
Vegetable Compound
owner of the mine, has gone to DenWaurika, Okla. "I had female trou-ble- s ver to purchase machinery for the
for seven years, was all rundown, mine.

(Read Up)
2

Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo...,

4
66

3 45

1910

STATIONS

Miles

7YEARS

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Id effect Sept. tat

(Read Down)

course, not known, but in the upper OLD DEPOT WAS ABLAZE;
DAMAGE WAS SLIGHT.
workings it was about a hundred feet.
This drift is about 150 feet below the
lowest workings from the surface. .Scores of People Dashed to Scene in
Autos and Hose Wagon Made
Undoubtedly the ore chute extends all
a Swift Trip.
the way from the upper workings to

AFTER

Company.

....

but

did me no good. I Time for Public Lands Convention
got so bad that I
Extended to October 3. Ad
could not sleep day
Ar
dress by President Taft.
Olmarron
Lv
or
Lv
night. While in
Olmarron
6 35
Ar am
1
this condition I read
Nash
6 27
-- i
Harlan
6 17
of Lydia E. Pink-- Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. Republi
94
Ar
Cte Park, N. M...Lv
6 00
cans in New Mexico who want to at
'
pm pm
r
I PrntpSf
and tend the public lands convention at
Compound,
I
I
JL
besran its use and
on
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North and'Soutb.
wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In Denver, but who are also planning
iSStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preaton N.IM.I
attending the Republican convention
a
short
time
had
I
my
average
gained
M..
for Elizabethtown. N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
Stage leaves (Jte Park. N,
weight and am now strong and well." at Las Vegas in their state on Septem
ndavs, Fare &i uu one war 83.50 round trip: flftr pound baggaite carried free.
Mrs. Sallie Stevens. E. F.D.. No. ber 28, can make connections for both
. for the south at 11:11
O. A 8. train leaves Des Mcines, N,
p. in. arrives from Ithe 8, Box 81,
events.
Waurika, Okla.
m
4:38
a.
tb at
For the purpose of hearing President
Another Grateful Woman.
Huntington, Mass." I was in a
Taft talk on the question of the adS. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
run down condition and for three ministration of the public domain in
V. P. A G. M..
Superintendent
P. Agent,
years could find no help.
"I owe my present good health to the West, the public lands convention
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- has extended the dates of the session
to October 3, the day when the presipound and Blood Purifier which 1
saved my life.
dent will be in Denver. This will give
"My doctor knows what helped me ali New Mexico Republicans who have
and does not say one word against it." been
appointed delegates to the lands
Mrs. Mari Janette Bates, Box
convention, or who are delegates by
ASK
134, Huntington, Mass.
TICKETS
Because your case is a difficult one, reason of their being memDers of the
doctors having done you no good, do territorial legislature, an opportunity
YOUR FREIGHT
not continue to suffer without giving to reach Denver In time to participate
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- in the final action of the lands con
pound a trial. It surely has cured vention and to hear the address of
many cases of female ills, such as in- President
Taft.
ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the) Pacific Coast, vte NBW
flammation, ulceration, displacements,
A rate of ono and
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
fare
mEXKO CENTRAL to Torraaca,
pains, backache, that bearing-dow- n
has, been made by the railroad from
feeling, and nervous prostration.
points in New Mexico to Denver and
return for this occasion.
The sale
REGULAR TERM.
limit is September 30, and the return
THE
limit is October 31.
Santa.Fe, N. M.,' Sept. 4, 1911.
The Honorable Probate Court met
The public lands convention is re
in regular session; with the Honor- garded as one of the most
important
able Victor Ortega presiding, and gatherings of the people of the west
George W. Armtfo, present as clerk ern states ever held, as the subject unof the court; C. C. Clossou in attend- der discussion will
vitally affect the
ance as sheriff.
future revenues of these states. New
In the matter of the petition of Mexico's voice will be heard in Con
ROUTE
WEST
Alfred J. Teare and Ellen Tears, his gress when the question of conserva
to tion of the public domain is taken up
wife, to be appointed guardians,
Holly Teare and Percival Alfred Teare, at the next session, therefore a repreminors, the court having the matter sentatives delegation from that new
under consideration, ordered that let- state is expected at the lands convenPar rates and full information address
.
ters of guardianship be issued and tion,
fixed the bond at $1,200.00.
The dates of the public lands con
a.
p.
EUGENE FOX, f.
In the matter of the last report vention are
El Paw Texas.
September 2S to October
of the estate of Max Frost, deceased,
inclusive.
and asking that the bond of O. C. Watson & Co., be cancelled, and that a
personal bond be accepted instead in
tbe sum of $5,000.00. The court after
due consideration ordered the clerk
Palace.
to instruct O. C. Watson & Co. that
their bond was ordered cancelled, and J. S. Healy, Denver.
J. R. Smith, Denver.
the personal bond was accepted.
L. V. Frankel, Denver.
In the matter of the estate of PeWilliam Fraser, Valdez.
dro A. Romero, deceased, the court apMr. and Mrs. F. L. Muller, El Paso.
proved the account of Cirlla Romero
for forty ($40.00) dollars, against the J. F. Hinkle, RoswelL
B. Spitz, Albuquerque.
said estate. The court also ordered
Effective September 15th to OctoH. L. Salisbury, Raton.
Cirila Romero, to turn over to the
Pattie M. Turner, Albuquerque.
some paestate
of
said
administrator
ber 15th, inclusive, one-w- ay
second
D. Webster, Memphis, Tenn.
pers which she had in her possession
Miss Webster, Memphis, Tenn.
class colonist excursion fares are in
that belonged to the estate.
Miss Webster, Lincoln, Neb.
In the matter of the estate of C.
effect from stations on the
Mrs. J. Felipe Hubbell, Pajarito.
W. Dudrow the court approved the
Jullanita Hubbeli Pajarito.
report.
' In' the matter of the petition ot W. N. Townsend, City.
H. E. Train and wife. City.
Josephine W. Dudrow, to be appointMr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop, City.
ed guardian for her minor child,
Charles W. Dudrow, Jr. The court
J. G. Schumann, City.
to points in Alberta, British ColumDr. and Mrs. Small, City.
having the matter under consideration
ordered that letters of guardianship
H. Lutz, Lincoln,,. N. M.
Orebia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
be issued and fixed the bond" at
W. F. Taliaferro, Topeka, Kas.
V.
$5,000.00.
J. J. Brophy, Clayton.
and
gon
Washington.
In the matter of the final report of
J. M. Cunningham, Las Vegas.
H. A. Coomer, administrator of the
Montezuma.
V
For information as to fares, reservations, etc., etc.,
estate of Frederick William Mackie,
M. Anthony, Denver.
the court after due consideration accall on or write to
J. Goldfinger, Chicago.
cepted and approved, the same was
J. Quinn, Kenneoy.
ordered filed and closed.
Nettie Wells, Pueblo.
F. H. McBRIDE, Agt, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.,
A.
estate
of
matter
of
J. J.
the
In the
Sarden, Trinidad.
Ortiz, claims against said estate were
P. S. Rang, Denver. '
set over for the November term. "
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
W. J.
Colorado Springs.
There being no further business, the J. Lee,Norton,
Albuquerque.
court adjourned.
H. C. Haynes,
8 86

2

Ildolfa
Ofirrosoflo

68
76
82

4 16
4 43
5 00
5 10
5 18
5
6 46

8 20
8 02
7 45

M--

ner-vou- s,

rapidly organized and hurried to the
scene. In one party was M. McGann.
superintendent of construction of the
new Masonic cathedral and whose
home is in Chicago. With him was
Stewart Van Vliet, "a retired business
man," who will soon go to Seattle.
They stood ready to offer any assis
tance needed, as did many others.
it was remarked that the fire bell
might as well be placed on top of the
new fire house jiow that the structure
is thoroughly equipped.
The run made by the fire hose auto
Was a good one and shown ncain ,th,o
efficiency of such an improved vehi
cle. It was a pleasant sight to see the
dust rising as many people in autos
dashed down West Palace avenue and
out Grant avenue, bent on reaching
tne tire without missing any of its
spectacular features.

a

be-lie-

FOR

SHIP

From Santa Fe

one-thir- d

m

GRAND JURY BRINGS
IN EIGHT INDICTMENTS.
The territorial grand iurv haa
brought in the following indictments:
Vldal Herrera. assault with a deadlv
weapon; bail $500.
Paulin Garcia, assaultine a dwellinsr
house; bail $500.
John Block, assault with a deadlv
weapon; bail $500.
s
H. G. Vaughn of Lamy. drawina
worthless check; three counts.
Manuel E. Ortiz., corruption in of.
fice; bail $500.
Vidal Herrera and Eluterio Herrer- ra, assault with deadly weapons- - JKOii
bail.
Miguel Hernandez and Elieia G Gmv
zales, grand larceny; $1,000 bail.

0

i

Agt,

Hotel Arrivals.

Colonist Rates
......

Pittsburg .v.
Philadelphia
St Louis
Cincinnati ,

semi-annu-

VICTOR ORTEGA,
Probate Judge.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, T V ,
Probate Clerk.

Attest:

HOLIDAY

MINES

DUD MINING

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct:

9-1-

Grant County.
cars of ore were
shipped last week. The Eighty-FivCompany near Lordsburg, has Installed its new pump. The old pump was
drowned out when the new one was
ready to be pat in. A huge bailer was
rigged, which unwatered the mine, and
the old pump was put in service to
keep the water down while the new
Before the
one was being placed.
work was completed the old pump
went to pieces again, and they had to
use the bailer. They finally got the
new pump in position, and it soon
cleared tbe lower levels from water.
The new pump is a big one, and can
easily handle all the water In the
mine, but the old one will be thoroughly repaired, and put in position, so
that it can be put at work, in case of
accident, so no more trouble with wa
ter is expected. Both pumps are run
by electricity, generated at the mine,
and a turning ot a switch starts them
'

1911

4,

Thirty-thre- e

o
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AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
?

for three days, October

11, 12

and

13

$1,000 s

DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
be raced
Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
This stake was given by the BLACK- WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

-

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McHANUS,

Secretary-Maaa-

er

f

to work.
A drift was started some time ago
on the old Beck mine at Steins not far
M from i Lordsburg, to tfep the original
workings. The ore chute has been
reached directly under the old whim
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. u hoist. The ledge is about four feet
t'.';
tbe TJ. 8. mail and paa-with a pay streak of about a
Vanarhn. N If., and aoh regular ticket, excess baggage wide,
'at
the rate ot 85.00 per hundred lb foot. . An assay of the pay streak
N. M- - connecting with the
of over $400, while a
I
We are equipped to carry any kind gives values
of the rest ot the vein ran $(.
Rock u- and
Vmmm
'
Southwestern
sample
f
of trunk or baggage, up to 1.E00 lbs How far this chuto extends Is, ot
"
"PUW MUIWHM WMW
. B.nta Vm Railroad
w
Special rates are given for excur
r--'
v
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m- -,
ions, for eight or more passengers,
firm m Roswell at 8:00 p. m.
HRAND.
.
La4lel AmL yonr Itnnfii ft A
- Leavee Roawall at 18:10 a.
ar For further Information, write the
Red od U.M mralllcV7
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
lllli latailed
In Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
rwiav a bout,
tth Blna Ribbon. V

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

N.
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Take ao atkar. Bar of roar
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W. SJOCKARD,

muscle-makin-

tissue-repairin-

your dealer otters aomethlai "last as tiood,"
HIM It pays better.
Bat yoa are thinking ot tbe cure not tbe profit, ao
there's nothing "lust as &ood " tor yoa. Say so.

it la probably better FOR

Brooklyn
Boston

MANAGEFIA

A.k fnr
DnnM.
DUaOlin IIRAND
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paper-boun-

Cloth-boun-

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting New Mexico into th
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held,
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first
Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose, of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or more,
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention, from the
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25
Chaves
10
Colfax
17
--

.....75

... . ...76
... ... ..68
...66
...60

...

.',

...

50
33

American

League.
Won.

... ... ...85
Detroit" ... ...
. . .79
New York ... ... ...70
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Boston
Chicago

Dona Ana
.Eddy

Washington
St. Louis

.654
.603
.524
.530
.492
.485
.412
.292

61,
61
66
67
77
92

63
54

.

....38

Western League.
Denver
Pueblo
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City ...
Topeka
Des Moines .

Albuquerque.
H. G. Vaughn, Pecos.
A. Wahlstat, St. Louis.
D. T. Jones, New York.
A. B. Richmond, Tucson.
D. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. John Watts. Newton.
Kas.
C. C. Harris, Atlanta;
v
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Seligman, City.
W. A. Gotham and family, City.
B. R. Aboumader, New York City.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
E. M. Archer, Albuquerque.
Ben Jacks, Louisville.
H. E. Welter, Denver.
R. G. Shaw, Denver.
T. P. Martin, Taos.
Coronado.
, George W. Curtis,
City.
George W. Parker, Los Animas.
J. Trujillo, Espanola.
Arthur Alarid, San Francisco.
George M. Curtis, Topeka.
Eplfanio Mora, Galisteo. V
John Johnson, Albuquerque.

...

Won. Lost. Pet.
46
.671
77
59
.566
76
61
.555
72
64
.529
...69 69 .500
... ... .69 71 .493
.....:50 86 .368
43
93
.316

...94

.........

National League.

Luna

YESTERDAY'S

,

San Juan.
San Miguel
Santa Fe.........
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance

Union
Valencia

30
17
5
17
13

8

....................14.
15
.......................

Total
.303
is recommended that in event "the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district c onventions that the same basis be used in the election
of pMch district delegates and that such conventions shall
be tilled and held, after the State Convention, at such
tr ;ind place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of lie Central Committees of the. several counties com- ;
the respective districts mentioned, or in default
po
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
doli"ntes elect to such district convention.
' is further recommended that the
Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
no:' nation of county officers, be held after the State
Convention.

It

;!--

H. 0.
JOs-i- :

BTJRSTJM,

Chairman.

D. SENA,
Secretary.

FLASHES
'

hood Nicolas RoHrtquez of Wagon
Mound, and he was evidently, looking
for trouble. He got ugly toward the
old man, Juan Lucero, and went after
him with a beer' bottle, beating him
over the face and head. With the In--

'

American League.
Detroit 2; Cleveland 1.
American Association;
St. Paul
Milwaukee
Minneapolis, 5; Kansas 3.
Columbus 2; Toledo 1.
Louisville
Indianapolis
4--

,

...

...i.

seen there thirty years. Juan Lucero
ii in his 80s. Last Sunday night, in
the neighborhood of his home, the
wine flowed more freely,
and the
more it flowed, the more the merriment and the uglier some became.
There was present in the neighbor-

GAME.

'.

.V.

....... .........
..........................

'

National League.
SSt. Louis 7; Pittsburg 6.
Cincinnati 8; Chicago 3.
Chicago 8; St Louis 3.

N

..

11
9
3
.' 5
: 15
7
11
16
7
10
6

for his life as best he could, considering his age, and cut his assailant in
the loins with one swipe of his pocket knife, which he said he was using
in cutting an apple he was eating at
the time. Rodriquez bled like a stuck

And This In Colfax County?
Over in the redlight district still a hog and hollered, bloody murder.--Col-fa.
County Stockman.
few of those damsels linger, seeking a
living by most any means. In that disLas Vegas Sewer System,
trict lives an old man who has been

American League.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at New York.
Boston at Washington.

2--

stlnct of his ancestors Juan fought

x

v

The third estimate on the Las Vegas sewer system Is due and has been
certified by City Engineer George Moj j
rison. The estimate is for $5,430.59,
making a total ot $14,503.74 paid out
up to the present date for the ays
tern. This total covers furnishing and
pipe, 3,118
laying 16,434 feet of
feet of
pipe, and the construction of 40 manholes and eight flush
tanks,' minus 15 per cent, which has
been held hack according to contract
This places the value of the work done
on the sewer system at $17,063.22.
10-in-

2--

'

Western League.

Connections made with Automobile
at Vaughn for Roswen, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosaell at 8:30 a. m. una arrives at Roe-feat 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. , The
rare between Santa P and Torrance
li $5.80 and between, Torrance and
Roswell 810.
Reserve seats on auto
mobile Sy wire, j. w fftockard.

Denver 1; Pueblo

line,

ll

'
COLUMN DO IT.

A good live advertisement in the
Want column of the New Mexican will
rent any property that Is rentable.
There is always some one that wants
what you have got, but you must let
,v
them know It
,

U.

.

McKinley '.
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba.
Roosevelt
Sandoval

EDITORIAL

Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Cincinnati.
New York at Boston.

Progressives Defeated U S. fienn.
tors Thomas S. Martin and Claude A.
Swanson easily defeated the progres
sive Democrats in the Virarlnia
senatorial primaries this week. Each
spent $3,500 to do it.

LET THE WANT

........................

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

'

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

..10

Guadalupe
Lincoln

.3111

45
52

....... .......64
...

4

Grant

.626
.610
.576
.544
.516
.473
.403

Lost Pet

69

5
13

Curry

.....................
......................

46
48
56
57
62
67
74
93

'

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simpli&ed, 1008 pages, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
sent for 21 one-ceEdition,
stamps, to cover cost oi mailing
31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
only.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
National League.
Won. Lost Pet

:

ANNUAL

The great success of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in curing weak stomachs, watted bodies, weak
lungs, and obstinate and lingering coughs, is based on
the recognition of the fundamental truth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies Nature with
g
materials, in condensed and concentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the necessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
the
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
digestive and nutritive organs in sound heclth, puri6es
nerves
the
and
nourishes
in
enriches
and
the blood,
short establishes sound vigorous health.

BASEBALL
New York ... ...
Chicago ... ...

11, 1911.

Aids Nature

v

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

THE PEOPLE'S

MONDAY. 8EPTEMBER

-

0.

Omaha 7; Des Moines 0.
Sioux City 6; St. Joseph 5.

,

ft. Altaian & (En.

Coast League.
Oakland 8; Los Angeles 1.
Portland 1; Sacramento 1.
Vernon 5; San Francisco 2.
Southern League.
New Orleans 3; Birmingham
Mobile 1; Montgomery 2.
Memphis 3; Nashville 2. 0

WILL" MAIL, "ON REQUEST.

A

COPYO?

2.

'

THEIR NEW CATALOGUE No. 104, FOR THE
Jt
-

Have you Furnished Rooms to Rentf
A little campaign Went advertising
in the New Mexican: will keep the in
come from your furnished rooms from
The classified column are
lapsing.
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well- to use them.

'

-

,

AUTUMN AND WINTER SEASONS,

11

JiSJf Atttmr. 34$ tab 35Uf Starts.

Ha

'

-

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

11, 1911.

flower garden "with unseeing" eyta,"
thinking of the time when she, too,
w m.wu vu,j iw me uuiv wubu iw
would come back.

THE END

IT ALL
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It

was the

opinion

Gassic Coiffure HSl

I

'
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of everyone

when the curtain rose on "Marguerite' in her softly clinging satin, a
daisy in her slender hands, that it
By BLANCHE E. WEEKS
was the fairest picture of them all.
"Isn't she lovely?" said Lawrence
(Copyright, 1811, by Aaaoolated literary
Press.)
Carter to the elderly man beside him
"What's the matter. Elizabeth V whose acquaintance be had made on
said Aunt Bess as she caught sight 'he train that afternoon.
There was no answer but, turning,
of her niece's downcast face.
The girl did not answer immediately Lawrence saw that his companion
but continued to gaze over the sun- was staring thoughtfully at the prolit fields. When she did speak it was gram in his hands.
"Do you know her?" he asked at
in a voice that she strove to keep
last
from trembling.
J
"Do I?" Then with a little tender
"Nothing, really, Aunt Bess. The
people over at the hotel asked me to laugh, "She's mine. My sweetheart!"
The elder man shook his head sitake part in the tableaux they are
After a long pause he spoke
lently.
them
told
I
and
having Saturday night
I couldn't She choked over the last again.
"I'd like to meet her. I think I
word.
"Said you couldn't, Elizabeth? What knew her people some years ago,
back in Indiana."
did you say that for?"
"Yes, they used to live there, a good
"I had to." They wanted me to be
many
years ago, though. After this
be
to
are
the
Marguerite
pictures
from plays and things like that and next tableaux there'll be a dance and
I'll
they said I was to wear white satin other.introduce you," answered the
and of course I knew I had to refuse,
.
then."
In the shadow of the vines the
"Couldn't you wear any other kind
"
of a white dress; your white mull
other Elizabeth sat alone. She had
"That wouldn't do at all; the whole pleaded a sudden headache after
thing is going to be a dress show; dressing the girl in the white gown
they're Just too glad to have a chance and had left her to the care of Mrs.
to show off their clothes. O, dear, Harris and Mr. Carter. Try as she
would she could not shake off the
it's awful to be poor."
"If they want you to help them why memories of the past; she lived the
wouldn't one of them lend you a days over and over again, and wept

dress

r

"O, Aunt Bess, I I wouldn't ask
them for the world; If they offered, it
might be different, but they didn't.
And there Is to be a dance."
Aunt Bess sighed and looked out
'

into the brilliant sunshine. Neither
spoke. Suddenly the older woman
clasped her hands so tightly that the
knuckles showed white, and her lips
set in a straight line. She looked
once more at the downcast face; then
without a word turned and walked upstairs to her own room. She paused
in front of the great wardrobe for a
moment, than flung herself down on
the bed and buried her face In the
'
pillows. When she sat up It was
but resolute. She drew a
chair in front of the wardrobe, mounted It and from the "well" at the top
drew forth a great pasteboard box,
covered with dust She stared at it
a moment, then sat down on the floor
with the box across her lap, the tears
making big splotches in the dust
"I can't I can't look at it again,"
the whispered. She laid it on the
floor and walked to the
dressing table and looked at her retear-staine- d

flection.
"I'm old." she said bitterly, "old!
Thirty-sevethis month. An old
maid. It's time I had some sense."
Her eyes filled again. "I thought I
had forgotten but I haven't All
these years and It still hurts Tom!
Tom! How could you treat me so?"
Turning away she crept blindly back
to the bed and lay there sobbing pitifully.
The sound of music from the great
hotel, under whose shadow rested her
Jittle brown cottage, woke her to the
plain realities of her dally life.
"Lunch time," she said aloud, "and
I haven't done a thing this whole
morning."
She poured some water Into the
wide basin and bathed her face; then
brushed back the soft curls,1 so like
the younger Elisabeth's in spite of the
threads of grey, and without a look
towards the box on the floor went
quickly down stairs and out on the
':,
porch.
n

"Elizabeth."
"Yes, Aunt Bess."
"Elizabeth, run up to my room and
on the floor near the big wardrobe
youll see a box. It's pretty dusty.
It's been stowed away somewhere for
ten years, ever since we moved here.
And what's inside is for you, Elizabeth."
"For me? Why, Aunt Bess, what is

ttr"Bun and

see.
'

:
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back.
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"You!"

For a minute she stared into his
face and then fell a limp heap at his
feet When she came back to her
senses she found herself on the old
sofa In the hall where he had laid
her; the same old sofa where they
had sat so often in days gone by. Ho
was on his knees beside her.
"Bess!" he whispered, "Bess!"
Then he leaned his forehead on the
cushion under her head.
"It was all my fault. I'm sorry.
That's not the word for it
Sorry!
Forgive me."
"The fault was all mine," she said
"I saw it tonight when
tremulously.
was sitting out there by myself. I
had no right to let anyone come be
tween us. My sister could have taken
Elizabeth, just as well as I, but I
loved her father so; he was always
my big brother, and then, she was
named for me and looked so like me
every one said I couldn't let her go
away from me. It was a mistake. I
see it now. She's going to leave me
here alone and make a home for herself. I've tried and tried to do what
was right, 'brokenly,' but it always
turned out to be the wrong thing in
the end."
"You're the most
woman Ood ever made," he said softly. "Dear, we've lost fifteen years
out of our lives, but it's not too late
for us to find happiness, is it? I
won't let it be, if you care for me
even a little. I love you, dear."
She gave a little gasp. "I thought
aren't you married yet?" she cried.
"You were the only woman in the
world for me fifteen years ago and no
other woman has taken your place."
"Tom Tom!"
He made no answer except to hold
her close in his arms.
.

Sharks on the Maine Coast.
Two Orrs Island fishermen recently
established what must be pretty near
a record in the shark catching line.
David Wilson took ten of these monsters in his mackerel net each weighing from 500 to 700 pounds. A man
by the name of Richardson came pretty close to Wilson's score by finding
seven of these monsters in his nets.
The nets of both of these men were
badly torn. The fishermen cut off the
tails of the sharks as far up as they
could before they were able to get
them out of the nets. The sharks had
teeth an inch long and could have cut
n
off a man's leg like a broadaxe.
'

It's a surprise for
"
The box lay where It had been
dropped and Elizabeth, kneeling down,
untied the cords. First there was a
covering of wrapping paper; then
white tissue paper, and then blue, and
last of all lay soft folds of shining
whtte satin. With an exclamation of
amazement she held it up, and saw It
was a dress in the style of many
years ago. Catching it up in her
arms, she ran down to the kitchen
where she knew her aunt was making biscuits for the noonday meal.
"Aunt Bess, you're a fairy god
mother. Where did yon get this lovely thing?"
"That? O, I've had it a long time.
I'd almost forgotten it," sifting the
flour vigorously.
"When yon spoke
about the tableaux I thought it
might be some use."
"It's just lovely. It looks like a
wedding dress." The sifter dropped
on the floor, sprinkling the linoleum
with a sudden shower of flour. The
older woman moved to the door and
took the broom from behind it
' "Let me, Aunt Bess."
The other
waved her oft. "If ever I get a girl again," she began vigorously, "111 make her promise to stay a year before I engage her.
I declare I've lost my knack of doing
things."
; Elisabeth looked at her keenly, then
gathered up the dress again.
' "I think I better run over and show
It to Mrs. Harris and ask her if it
will do," she said. She went up to
her aunt and kissed her softly.
"Aunt Bess, I'm so happy I dont
know what to say, toot because I can
he In
but" shyly "Mr.
Carter is coming down tor Saturday
night and Sunday." ' There was a sudden increase of the pink color In her
'
cheeks.
"Mr. Carter woo was , here last
"
'
month?"
'
"Yes, Aunt Bess, and .! did want to
look nice, I've always felt so shab- -'
by not that ho eared, hot I did.", v
Aunt Bess nodded. "He a nice
young fellow," she aid.' ''."H nop
'
everything will turn out !t right"
Then she kissed the young face. i
When the girt had left the room
. her aunt stood before th
open door
where the odorous honey-m- il
tut
nr
like
curtain that has torn
you.1'

bitter tears.
,
A step on the gravel made her draw
back Into the shadow. Elizabeth was
returning early. Up the steps came a
heavy tread, surely not Elizabeth's!
She moved forward quickly.
"Who is there?" she asked, stepping into the brilliant moonlight
A man stood in the shadow, but at
the sound of her voice he moved into
the light
"It's I," he said in a low tone.

-

Photograph by Underwood & Underwood,
members of the fair sex
enough to
THOSE area fortunate
face and figure tbat
are fitted to the classic garb,
whose lines are now so fashionable
and there are many of such among
Our belles are naturally turning to

BATHS

FOR THE

N. T.

FROCKS THAT WASH

Much originality and ingenuity may
be exercised in planning these summer frocks of wash fabric or silk.
If one or two salient rules for the cut
of the garment be very carefully followed.
A gown designed along perfectly correct lines is made collarlesa.
with V or square shaped neck, peasant bodice, elbow sleeves, and high
finished either with
empire waist-lina narrow cording of the material or
a narrow draped girdle.
The skirt
tucks
may be laid in
all around, finished at the lower edge
with a plain fifteen or twenty Inch
flounce, or it may be made with a
wide panel in both front and back and
circular side portions.
Variety of design is obtained by the
addition of. applied yokes of contrasting material cut in many original
shapes, the same material trimming
the sleeves. Harper's Bazar.
e,

"Old Hickory" Steve Kane, Formerly
With American Association, Gets
Into Deep Trouble.

.
.
Attorneys-at-LawPractice In all the Courts and
the Interior Department

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. M
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall at

A

7.30.

ft

H. DORMAN,
Master

1, R.

,-

DR. C. M. RILEY,
Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a'

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Masonic

at

Hal!

'w.i.-

CHAS. A. WHEELON.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

the

Santa Fe ixdge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
M. DIAZ,
DR.
degree. Ancient and AcPLACF
CAPITOL
cepted Scottish Rite of RESIDENCE,
Free Masonry meets on
Phone, 216 Red

third

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.

Monday of each month
o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Fcotish Rit Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

Venerable Master

.

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32

B.

Diseases.

Genito-lrinar-

Secretary.

THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH'
& P. O. E.
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
Santa Fe Lodge No.
ADMINISTERED.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Chemical
and Microscopical Ex
its regular session on
the sec3nd and fourth aminations of blood, sputum, urine
Wednesday of each and gastric contents. Directions
month. Visiting broth for collecting specimens given or
ere are lnviteu and application.
welcome.
State Nat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque N M
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler

The secret of Improved
hitting
among the pitchers of the Minneapolis
American Association team is out
Every morning and afternoon, after
the game, the slabmen of the team
can be seen swatting the ball at practice batting. This is why the pitchers
are making themselves felt with the
stick these days, students of the game
say.
Some of the lnfielders, it Is said,
took the pitchers to task in a friendly
clubhouse chat not long ago, and it
was not long before the argument
waxed interesting. As a result the
wlelders of the sphere took to practice with the bat. And they formed a
close corporation at that. When the
lnfielders saw what was going on,
they sought, too, to get into the practice batting column. Not so. The
pitchers refused to throw to anybody
but a pitcher and nobody was permitted to bat but a pitcher.
So the pitchers are beginning to hit

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

WANTS

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 102
Chapelle.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
See
FOR RENT
house.
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
man.
shoe
John
the
Pflueger,
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
era are always welcome.
WANTED A Good cook for a small
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
FOR SALE

Secretary.

Modern

a

eight-roome-

Inquire P.

house on Read Avenue.
Hesch.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Patterson has three hits to his credit

New Mexican.

Address

household.

Preside..4.
C. J. NEIS,

FOR RENT

2879.

Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Meets . Secon'
and Fourth Thurs
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,

Six momeu brick coU
O. C. Wat.

tage. Bath, ranee, light
son & Co.

.

IN MOUSSELINE DE

WANTED to rent, by small family,.
once or any time up to October
first, a modern five or
Address
C. G. Richie, Cor. house with improvements.
S M. C, in care of New Mexican of
Sec Mrs. Dais)) fice.

SOIL

at

Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp
W. A.
meets second Tues-

13514,

M.

day each month, so
clal meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Viating neigh

bors welcome.
L, G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

OPPORTUNITY is slmpry the ap
plication of energy to every day con
ditions as they arise. We .pay blr
advance cash, teach
commissions,
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Conditions are favorable. Write for
terms. Salem Nursery Company,
Salem, Oregon.
TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrltes guar,
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex .
change. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
each month; social meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
HalL

'

high-crow-

'

Visiting

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,

Laying down her book, ahe goes to
che door and welcomes the caller who
has Just gone through a series of
great misfortunes. The caller onvx
nierates the list of unhappy things!
and Incidents and then leaves.
"Dear me!" sighs the lady. "Why!

Oracle.

FLORENCE RISING,
Recorder.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

cant people keep their troubles

HOLT A SUTHERLAND

.

Attorney-at-La-

District and
Mercenary Maud.
Maud Ob, dear, I'm In such a
Courts.
Prompt and carefuJ
attention given to all business.
quandary. Please give me your ad--l
New Mexico vice. Three men have proposed to me
Santa Fe.
and I don't know which to accept
Ethel Which one has the most
Q. W. PRICHARD
money?
Law
and
Counsellor
at
Attorney
Maud If I knew that do you sup
Practice In all the District Court"
I'd waste precious time running
and give special attnDn to cases pose
around for advice?
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
Contemplating a Dark Deed.
The proud heiress no longer in the
HARRY D. MOULTOH
bloom of youth, stood before the mir
ror. .,
She noted the streaks of gray in
Attorney-at-La'
v
her once raven locks.
"I'll do It!" she exclaimed with firmly compressed lips. "You cant make
Santa Fo, N. 1C.
me believe It's a disgrace to dye
rich!"
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a SpeclalU
'
'

one-elde-

--

--

dlngVr-Pliegen- de

or

Chan. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY A EA8LEY.
Attorneys at Law. -

.

.

...

t

.

r

f
Realistic Effect.
'
'
ta
"Rantington Roarer
superb
a
' c
a
fftia
lac CAana
-I almail
""'".Jl.t'.-.l'.fmo
uv jwuaw wu aw wmmtm n
. r
,
wrath."
"It wasn't all
either, v

m

1

m

Practice to the courts and befora
Land Department . ,
Land grants and titles examined
clumsy stage hand In the wlnga tr: 5 Sao Fe, N. M. branch Office
.
oatus oonuc
V Wr
'I cia, N. it,
'
J'.
"..':t.'.M'r
make-believ-

Hy

VW--'

e

,

left-hand-

'

IOC8BXT.

.

Practice in the

:

1

I.

WILBUR

itr

three-quarte-

.

w

Practice In tie Distrl t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court oi
Precocity.
the territory.
"Grandma, that fairy story lint
Mexico.
New
Las Cruces,
true, is
"Why do yon think it isn't troo,
dear?"
C. W. Q. WARD
" 'Cause it says they were married
Territorial District Attorn y
and lived happily over after. It la
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico. was true it would say they lived hap
Las Vegas, v
pily until they got their divorce
r- wouldn't ft?"
E. C. ABBOTT

d

y

to)

themselves T"
She then resumes heading the novel
and weeping over the imaginary woefl
of the fictitious heroine.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Attorneys-at-La-

'

LIFE AND FICTION.

k

v

& COMPANY

Investments

Lai ds. Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
7:30 Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
Taw county.
E. C. throughout
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

at 7:30

ready-to-we-

w

PROBERT

J.

affairs at present Practically everyone Is glad to see the last of the summer season, certainly the flower and
fancy feather houses are, although the
tailored and
hat people,
as well as the dealers In untrimmed
shapes, have profited largely by the
vogue of scantily trimmed hats. The
flower and fancy feather trade is prepared to offer such attractive goods
for the fall season that it Is confident
.
.
of winning out.
n
The new
hats argue well
for wings and all upstanding trimmings, branch effects and cockades.
The Millinery Trade Review.

'

College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.

Santa Fe Commander)
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at

Late Summer Millinery.
Ring out the old, ring in the new,
expresses the frame of mind of the
millinery trade and the condition of

,

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts is
the Territory.
New Mexice
Santa Fe

Physician and Surgeon.
Santa Fe Chapter Nc. Veterinary
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
A. M.

same way.

.

Xew Mexico.

Taos,

CHAS. E. LIXNEY. Secretary.

This waist is of black moussellne
de sole tucked all over and trimmed
underneath with ajiand of gold lace,
which shows through the moussellne
de sole. Both the front and back of 1
the waist are bordered with black satJ
Journal.
in; the corslet and the bottoms of the
Bridesmaids' Dresses.
At a fashionable wedding that took sleeves are of embroidery, and the
Rube Waddell.
place at the bride's country home re- sleeves are edged with the satin.
Sincerity of Childhood.
venise
and
are
cuffs
of
The collar
Children are never ridiculous. The cently the bridesmaids wore charming
In a recent game.
Peters Is finding
Comic finds In them no vulnerable dresses of rose-pinsilk relieved with lace, the cravat of black satin.
the ball now and then. Rube Waddell drove out a triple Sunday, but
point;. which may help us to under- yokes of cream net and turndown
The New Tunic.
stand why Christ chose them as the collars to match.
Long sleeveless
could get no farther than second on
fashionable
of
freak
the
The
of
latest
Christian attain- coats of pink chiffon, edged with ball
favorite symbol
It
of
one
Is
ment The child thinks himself neith- fringe, gave a pretty finish to the tunic so persistently present
Rivalry Is keen among the pitchers
color. From a veil of clouds It has at the plate. Just now Patterson's
er good nor bad. The false solemni- toilettes,, and their biscuit-coloreties of his elders, their egoisms and tagal straw hat were trimmed with evolved into a white mist and the re- colleagues are trying to break bis recpretentions, are foreign matters to tnalmalsons and wheat ears and big sult it quite sufficiently striking to ord of two singles and a double in
him. He must become full grown be- bows of pink silk.
satisfy the most ardent cultivator of three times up.
fore he would hide his poverty or exthe unique.
One of the handsome creations carv
pose his wealth. His grief is real and
Ironing Tablecloths.
OToole Once With Reds.
thorough-goinand he weeps without
Cheap table linen may be made to rying out this idea was a dark blue
Marty OToole was a member of the
affection
WiUUm Austin Smith, in look as glossy as fine damask if ironed satin with a tunio of sheerest white Cincinnati Reds about two years ago.
r
A band of He was allowed to don a suit
the Atlantic
lengt"
m the following way: After the linen tulle
and grab
has been washed, boiled and rinsed, heavily embroidered tulle, into which a ham sandwich and a cup of coffee
of
blue
hints
Introduced
and
were
as
as
dry
for a day or so. That Is nothing
possible, roll It up
wring It
In a dry sheet and leave it for an gold, finished the tunic, which was against Marty, though. He is not the
the
with
In
waist
a black, only good ball player that Garry Herrat
hour, then iron it till It is thoroughly belted
in heavy mann had overlooked.
dry. In this way the linen escapes blue and gold cord ending
There are
'
the wear and tear of hanging on a line tassels.
enough good players, formerly Reds,
and keeps a better shape.
making good on other teams to win a
Short Tunica Seen.
pennant In alsot any league.
The Bias Fastening.
While the short tunic seemed
of
one
the new fashions to doomed to a short life last season. It
It is
Tigers Hit Left Handera.
fasten a skirt on the bias from the has again been Incorporated in the
One of the reasons the Tigers hare
right hip over to the left knee. new garments and has the indorse- been able to win so many games this
Blouses are also fastened in this ment of Worth, says the Dry Goods year Is they have been successful in
The idea was Economist This effect Is brought out hitting
diagonal fashion.
pitchers. Every
brought about by the Innovation of In some of the smartest gowns, when manager in the league has been sendd
on
of
the the waist and short tunic are made ing southpaw pitchers against the Detrimming
many
Anow gowns.
r
in one.
troit men for they were weak against
A Consistent Change.
.
Need for a Now Gown.
thorn last year.
"My dentist has given up his proWife Darling, I want a new gown.
fession and gone Into the real estate
v
Husband But you had a new on
Lacustrine Traffic
'
business."
only a short time ago.
"Haven't you any lake commerce
see.
to
Still
"I
make money here at all?" Inquired the stranger.
trying
Wife Yes, but my friend Ellen Is
to bo married, and I cant wear the out of his patrons' acres."
"Ton bet wo nave!" the native ansame dress as I wore at her last wed-swered, him; "on fine days the lagoons
I
Blaetter.
Different Stages.
In Washington, Jackson and Garfield
"VIA they buoy 4hat disabled vessel parka are fairly swarming with boats.
IfinrniMi i'i !un-Tm- F'
lit
V
Rather Important
the milkman's wagon and split twenty
they buoyed her and
"Tee, tu-s-t
Patience Does It make any differ.
Involving Some Digging.
then they manned her."
"Uncle Henry, why don't you pull
F"
Company'a Lawyer No, only tan lI aval oamMlf rinff "Ml T
. .
T
up and move away from this dead lit
'
Patrtoe weu, i snooia rather say it
The Reoutt. ,"
i
tie townr
jamaat Lawyer Be told em loos!
Suppose he put It on some othWay. in the case of a new play, do
boy, 4on't you know that the
older k troo grows the deeper its roots
Corcr y Lawyer--4 know, bat bo er gbfa flngerr Yonkers Statoe- they oall It trying Bern the dogr '
.
aojuc? i raised a bowL' strike tn&.tho soill' . , '
Lew-isto-

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

Fraternal Societies

the Psyche knot as an appropriate
way of wearing the hair.
The coiffure is alike becoming to PITCHERS IN NOVEL COMBINE
the maid or the matron, and it may be
worn at the angle that is most becom- Twirlers of
Minneapolis American Asing to the expression or shape of the
sociation Team Practice Toface.
gether to Improve Batting.

Dippings That Really Refresh the Simple Garments May Be Made Very
Attractive by a Little Originality
Wornout Frame Hot Water
and Ingenuity.
Is Better Than Cold.

There Is nothing more refreshing
these hot days than a bath, either hot
or cold. The former In very hot
weather is more cooling than the cold
plunge, which act us too much of a
tonic. Baths are not equally refreshing. Plain soap and water are all
right for cleansing, but when a bath,
is intended to put new life in us.
when half dead with heat, it is well
to choose some of the medicated ones
whose tonic values were well known
to the ancients. If nothing better offers try a lemon bath. , This is much
In favor with Cubans and deserves to
be better known. Squeeze the juice
of two lemons into a bath of hot
water. When it has cooled sufficiently
it will he found wonderfully refreshing. Witch hazel baths are cooling
and refreshing, particularly if one Is
troubled with prickly heat, mosquito
bites or stiff joints. Pour in a good-l- y
supply just before stepping in the
tub. Sea salt has all the value of dipping In the ocean if used in one's
own tub. It can be bought by the
package and should be dissolved several hours before bathing. If one
suffers from mosquito bites or hives
try a bath in which a little carbolic
acid has been dissolved. The itching
is quickly allayed. Care must be taken
not to have the solution too strong.
Boraclc acid is also good used In the

HALF TEAM

"Old Hickory" Steve Kane, formerly
American association umpire, poked
his official head into a fine young
trouble noose out at Tacoma the oth-- r
day. Stevedore, It will be remembered, took 'to the quiet woods of the
Northwest league after President Tom
Lynch, of the National league, bad
tied a can on the unfortunate arbitrator because he was a trifle undersized. Since taking up his duties in
the vest Kane has been swinging his
official ax with precision whenever a
player turns a trick, and the other
day the stubby arbitrator broke up a
game, largely to show his authority.
The Tacoma and Victoria clubs
opened a game, and everything was
going nicely until the second Inning,
when some one on the Victoria bench
pushed forth an uncomplimentary remark to the stylish Mr. Kane. Whirling suddenly on his heel, Steve pointed to the bench and howled: "Clear
out of the field, every one of you."
Manager Householder, of the Victoria club, protested, and then came
Steve's really authoritative act. He
pulled out his watch (solid gold) and
informed Householder that he would
give him exactly three minutes' time
in which to can every man off the
bench and out of the enclosure.
Householder continued to argue and
the fans continued to howl, but just
at the end of the third minute Kane
shouted, "Game forfeited to Tacoma,
score 9 to 0," and with these words
he ducked for a street car. The Victoria players are still howling, but
Steve Is going right along umpiring
every day."
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from Las Vegas Saturday in the gov- plant which is being constructed by memory, even failing to recognize his rangements.
mind is
The Weather There were showers
ernor's E. M. F. car. Mrs. Mills and the Faulknau Construction Company parents.- But otherwise his
.
Buenos clear.
in the mountains yesterday but in'
Miss Madeline Mills returned on the of Chicago. Mr. MeGann says
some time ago , The Crucial Test one of Edison's Santa Fe not a trace of rain was no
train from the Meadow City. They Ayres, which he visited
(Continued From Page Five.)
cities in
world's
leads
the
greater
their
dramas. See the ocean in all its ticed. The maximum temperature yeshad a very delightful visit la
'
terday was 78 degrees, on Saturday
glory. It's at the Elks' tonight.
Miss Mary Gormley daughter of Mr. former home, s
The minimum yesterday
76 degrees.
Man
son
T.
P.
oi
Assistant
CoopAlbert
Traveling
Forgets
Canon
of
Clancy,
Road,
and Mrs. F. F. Gormley
A. jj. Renehan. left today
52 degrees and the relative humwas
has
S.
man
a
of
General
Mo.,
Clancy,
er,
traveling
Sedalia,
Harry
0wtr,rnev
left last night for the East. She will
Fair
rctii a Taos couuui w
'
returned from a long base ball tour was picked up in the plaza at El idity at 6 p. m. was 28 degrees. and
stop a day in Chicago and then con- uiHmv in the suit of Ferdinand
for
is
tonight
weather
predicted
to
withtaken
and
the
Paso
hospital
tinue her journey to Boston to visit Meyer and the Costilla Estate Deve- in which he dlstinguisnea mmseii,
Mr. Clan- - out being able to give his name . or tomorrow.
relatives and friends. She will also lopment Company vs. La Acequia Ma- nlavine with professionals.
Cloudbursts on Pecos Dr. J. A..
cy met with an accident in a prac- j home for several days. He is 38 years
visit Washington D. C. before return- dre With mm went miss
Rolls and family in their auto, returntice game early in the season but. old.
Brumback,
Minnie
Mrs.
and
here.
ing
Canney
quickly recovered and played in tne
The Real Thing, notnmg more or ing from Las Vegas, were Jwenty minGovernor Mills and his son Wilson as stenographers.
Texas. He came less. Every word of the advertise- utes In back of Governor Mills and
to
east
later
going
Samuel G. Cartwright, president of here direct from San Antonio, Texas. ment of W. N. Townsend is an hon- his automobile on Saturday. Governor
Mills and John W. Roberts returned
for
the Chamber of Commerce, started
He finished the season with Austin, est statement and is backed up Mills crossed the Pecos safely but
his automoAlbuquerque yesterday in
Texas, assisting that city to win the with a request to give these materials when Dr. Rolls reached Its banks, it
chauf
as
bile Douglas Walker acted
pennant.
the most severe test. See the adver- - was bankf ull from a cloudburst in the
Phone....92
92..
wn-wrigmountains. Dr. Rolls waited four
feur. It is understood that ftir.
Sheriff J. J. Brophy of Clay tisement on page five.
Deputy
met Levi A. Hugnes,
afternoon Vldal ' hours for the river to subside and then
ton, the well known Rough Rider, who ' Arraigned this
others
and
J. Hagerman
HAYWARDS MARKET theHerbert
brought several prisoners to the peni Herrera was arraigned this afternoon crossed on the railroad bridge, as the
Duke City today in cansultation
at
tentiary today, declares that Clayton before Judge John R. McFie for- - as-.- j river gave no signs of subsiding,
on political matters.
Vidal j
laying cement sidewalks and is sault with a deadly weapon.
I. H Luke, the new division super- putting on other city airs in expecta- Herrera and Eluterio Herrera were FIRST CHINESE CRUISER
of the
TO VISIT NEW YORK,
intendent of the Denver & Rio Grande tion of the Coleman cut-of- f
arraigned for assault with a deadly
j
railroad, with headquarters at Ala- Santa Fe soon striking the city. Clay weapon. All pleaded not guilty.
f;
.
mosa, Colorado, and Assistant Super- ton now owns its own water works
Home Missionary Society The reg-- Hal Chi Anchors in North River and
intendent E. W. Duel! arrived this af and is experiencing steady prosperity. ular meeting of the Women's Home'
Will Visit Boston; Newport
on
ternoon from Antonito, Colorado,
and Philadelphia.
Missionary Society of the Methodist
"
an
on
inspection
car
their private
Ejplscopal church will be held at!
misfortune
the
had
trip. Mr. Luke
the home of Mrs. Samuel Failor on; (By special Leased Wire to New Mexican 1
THE HILT
Chi-I- t
this morning, while lifting a trunk, to
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.; New York, N. Y., Sept, 11. Tire
e
snrain his back.
Chi reached New
and all
Hal
cruiser
annual
the
is
meeting
conM. MeGann, superintendent of
York today and took anchorage in the
bers are urged to attend.
SC 3S SS X
of the new Masonic cathe X X X X X X X
New and Interesting program at the North river off Seventieth street.
HAYWARD'5 MARKET struction
11.
N.
Santa
in
Fe,
is
Chicago,
M.sept.
home
whose
dral and
Will Visit Other Ports.
Elks' tonight. "The Crucial Test,"j
New Mexico
will leave in a week for Buenos Aires X The weather for
Hal chl, which is commanded
X "The Kiss of Mary Jane," "The ,
The
is
fair.
and
X
Tuesday
tonight
to take chareeVof a big irrigation
92...Phone ..92
"How the Story, by Rear Admiral Ching Pih Kwang, is
- X Sleepy Tramps,"
X Not much change in temperaGrew."
the first Chinese warship to visit this
X ture.
John Pflueger does not advertise port,
xx
x x x x x x as js x
the lowest price shoes In the world.! She will remain here a week and
but he has them if you want them. then go to Boston, Newport and Phila-Pric- e
Seal Fast Fruit Jars at Goebels.
is not always the most import-- ! delphia and Annapols.
on
now.
hand
Pears
and
Milk
Cream
Crab
and
always
Plums, Apples,
Apples
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, ant feature, wearing quality ana nti
both go to make up the value and heCALL FOR DEMOCRATIC COUNTY
188..
CUT FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.
has any price or any quality that you
CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
How
The
The Sleepy Tramps and
want.
At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone 12 !
Story Grew are both comic, bee
Meeting of Progressives Called A
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 9, 1911.
them tonight at the Elks'.
will be held in Delgado hall
You are hereby notified that there
meeting
to
eye
your
keep
Will
Pay you
Jt
on Tuesday evening September 12 at will be a meeting of the Democratic
on DaVltt LiOWllZKl s auveruaeuMsui..
e
Central Committee of Santa Fe,
9" u t,uv"v lul . l"V
,
There is always
something doing
I
house in Santa
court
at
the
held
there.
All Republicans who are in favor of Fe, at 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, SepLas Vegas Wins Las Vegas reconditions in the tember 16, 1911, and your presence
by
itself
defeating improvingandpolitical
trieved
yesterday
who with that at said meeting is urgently requestand
state
county
a
by
Albuquerque at Albuquerque
end in view are willing to join this ed as business of importance to the
score of 12 to 0.
movement are invited to attend.
Democratic party will be transacted
Jurv Discharged Judge John t. Committee.
at said meeting.
. '
federal
the
McFie discharged
grand
Eusebio Atensio Dead Eusebio At-- !
.
Yours
truly,
bejury Saturday. The petit jury is
ensio died yesterday at the home of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
.
ing empanelled today.
his son, Juan Atensio on Cerrillos Chairman, Democratic County Cen
QNE of the first requisites of a modern home is an
Naturalized This Afternoon Juan Road. He is survived
by three martral Committee.
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
were
this
city
and Michele Petitine of
ried daughters and one son. The fun- A. P. HILL, Secretary.
and
to keep
the domestic health
granted naturalization papers this aft eral will take place at 6 a. m. tomorernoon by Judge John R. Mc Fie.
the home thoroughly, clean and
Acre Tract within
FOR SALE 3
row from the Cathedral. Interment
Hearing Case Judge McFie is today will be in Rosario cemetery.
A Bar1
The city limits. Finely located.
wholesome at all times, plumbcase
court
the
d
hearing in the district
if taken at once. Joseph B.
Establish
gain
Undertaking
absolute
fixtures
affording
ing
'
of the Territory vs. It S. Olsen, who ment is in
of the funeral ar- ,Mgr.
chargie
'
and perfect sanitation are a
is charged with maiming cattle.
I
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear.
I
prime necessity.
nose
and throat specialist of Las Ve"StaadMHf plumbing fixtures
1
gas, will be at the Palace hotel SepSEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
and our expert mechanics will
I
tember 14th. 15th and "16th. Hours j CWPPT1 DP
EA
EE
variI grow only the best and
If
i
B
m.
a
I
to
attractive
p.
make your bathroom
of
No
Peas
such
have
now.
.
The Woman's Missionary Society
eties, and they are especially fine
and inviting.
"
John's Methodist Episcopal church heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
St
Let us give you an estimate.
social and
will bold the regular
'
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
devotional meeting at the home of
FOR SALE BY
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
Mrs. Samuel Thaler tomorrow afternoon.
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
Co.
&
Fe
Samuel BellBoy Loses Memory
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
man, aged 7 years, struck by an autoJAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.
mobile at Kansas City, has lost his

PERSONM.JENIION.
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"UNCLE SAM"
Inspects all the BEEF, tVEAL AND PORK we sell.

We Buy

the Best

K. C. Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.
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Turquoise,
Amethysts, Opals,
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Mill
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GOLD AND SILVER

We recommend Walthgm Watches
liecause we believe them to be the
best.
Oar stock offers a wide
of

:
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FILIGREE

WalthamWatches

.

0

dome in ar.d talk watch with us. It will
not obligate buying and it may profit you
We wMl explain what constitutes
much.
good t
"Its Time You Owned a Waltham."
We will show you the ezqui-eitel- y
thin

the Colonial

model

Wall hams

S.

o

z

SPITZ,

of

Series and will
name the Waltham movement
best suited to your require
meats.
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Santa
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'Supply

BIG

For Cash Only
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WORTH OF DRY GOODS to be sold in
10 days at real cost, for the simple reason
that our stock is getting too large for the
size of the town. Thus we are forced to sacrifice prices and
reduce our stock to a certain limit. Do not lose this opportunity. Buy freely and save money.

i

a

v i

Sale Starts Saturday, Sept. 9, and Ends Monday, S
if

SHOES, LADIES' WAISTS, HOSIERY, CORSETS, MtlNS HA15 AWU SUllp are to be sou at ndiculou prices.
This immense stock must be reduced. It prices have anything to do with it,
- Read our circulars and note the extremely low prices.
this stock will surely go. Come FIRST and get the cream of our bargains.
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